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THE NEW MINI COOPER  
5-DOOR HATCH.
MONTHLY RENTALS FROM £223
(PLUS £668 INITIAL RENTAL^)

THE NEW MINI COOPER  
3-DOOR HATCH.
MONTHLY RENTALS FROM £219
(PLUS £658 INITIAL RENTAL^) 

Driving schools, take note: your business can benefit from the latest fuel-saving technology and safety features with MINI. 

Energetic and vibrant, our cars are nimble, responsive and dynamic – the perfect companions for learner drivers. You’ll have clients queuing  
up to get behind the wheel. To top it all off, our models’ iconic looks will make sure your business really stands out from the crowd.

For more information please contact your Local Business Development Manager on 01293 831340.

Vines of Gatwick, Stephenson Way, Three Bridges, Crawley, West Sussex, RH10 1TN

@VinesGroupMINI    |    vinesgatwickmini.co.uk

T&C’s: Business users only. ^Price shown for a MINI Cooper 3 & 5-door Hatch and BMW 1 Series 5-door Hatch SE and exclude VAT at 20% and are for a 36 month Contract Hire agreement, with an annual mileage of 20,000 miles and an excess mileage charge of 3.52ppm 
(MINI 3-door Hatch), 3.68ppm (MINI 5-door Hatch) and 4.18ppm (BMW 1 Series). Applies for new vehicles ordered between 1 July and 30 September and registered by 31 December 2018 (subject to availability). At the end of your agreement you must return the vehicle  
and vehicle condition, excess mileage and other charges may be payable. Available subject to status to UK residents aged 18 or over. Guarantees and indemnities may be required. The amount of VAT you can reclaim depends on your business VAT status. Terms and 
conditions apply. Offer may be varied, withdrawn or extended at any time. Hire provided by BMW Group Corporate Finance. BMW Group Corporate Finance is a trading style of Alphabet (GB) Limited, Alphabet House, Summit Avenue, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 0FB.

BMW (UK) Ltd, Summit ONE, Summit Avenue, Farnborough, Hampshire GU14 0FB. Registered in England and Wales 1378137. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority for credit broking activities.

 

Teach your students to drive in  
the BMW 1 Series for the ultimate 
premium learning to drive experience, 
at an affordable monthly rental. 
With an impressive standard specification including 
all the latest technology, your learner drivers will be 
passed in no time.

For more information please contact your Local Business 
Development Manager on 01293 831340.

Vines of Gatwick, Stephenson Way, Three Bridges,  
Crawley, West Sussex, RH10 1TN 

@VinesGroupBMW    |    vinesofgatwickbmw.co.uk

THE BMW 1 SERIES  
5-DOOR HATCH 
MONTHLY RENTALS FROM £283
(PLUS £850 INITIAL RENTAL^) 
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WELCOME
T’S A BITTERSWEET moment for Driving Instructor magazine. 
Sadly, this month, we’ve waved goodbye to Editor Matt as he 
leaves to follow his dream of teaching English in Japan. We wish 
him the best of luck and thank him for all his hard work on the 
magazine. However, we look forward to welcoming a new Editor to 
the role next month. A new recruit offers the opportunity to develop 
in new directions and we’re really excited about new plans for our 

publications that the new Editor will spearhead. 
We recently launched a Member Survey asking you what you’d like to see in 

the magazine – that’s still live, so please visit the survey online and give us your 
feedback. You’ll find the link in in this month’s Member Update emails.

I’m in the chair for this month’s issue and, looking at recent media coverage 
on safeguarding issues in our industry, have opted to focus some content on this 
important subject. Elsewhere in this issue we look at Road Rage, a safeguarding 
issue in itself with trainers regularly facing abuse from ‘fellow’ road users – but 
equally a behaviour some trainers themselves can be guilty of from time to time. This 
edition of the magazine may therefore be, at times, an uncomfortable read  - but a 
necessary one in terms of understanding the risks of and to the profession.

I

Olivia is an experienced ADI and fleet trainer and 
oversees all DIA training and development 

olivia@driving.org
Head of Membership and Training
Olivia Baldock-Ward

Friendly and efficient, Vicky will help you with any 
membership query 

vicky@driving.org 
Membership Services Manager
Vicky Wilson

Matt Russell

matt@driving.org
Head of Marketing, Publishing and Digital

Magazines, posters, websites – there’s nothing 
that our design guru can’t turn his hand to

Diamond Co-ordinator
chloe@driving.org
Chloe is a key contact for trainers, examiners and 
customers booking our popular advanced tests

Chloe Denny

Marketing Co-ordinator 
frances@driving.org
Frances is our marketing coordinator who works 
tirelessly to ensure members’ needs are met

Frances Sherlock

Advertising Manager
sara@driving.org
Sara is the person to talk to for anyone interested 
in advertising with the DIA

Sara Jardine
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Would you like to be our member of the month?  
Contact us at feedback@driving.org and tell us why you think you should be nominated.

Philip Benz

THE MONTH
MEMBER OF
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Why did you become a driving instructor?

I trained to become a driving instructor whilst working as a university 
lecturer. I had been teaching English at a local university and loved my job, 
but I discovered that my department was about to make redundancies. 
I considered careers where I could utilise the skills that I had gained as 
lecturer, and as I had previously served in the emergency services where 
I had been trained in advanced driving, becoming a driving instructor 
seemed like the obvious choice. 

What do you get out of your profession?

As a teacher I loved seeing my students develop as individuals and to be 
able to do things that they were not previously able to do. As a driving 
instructor, I feel privileged to be involved in helping to pass on skills to 
my students which will enable them to live more independently, and 
often more fulfilling lives. Becoming a driver is a genuine rite of passage 
which can provide individuals with one of the most useful set of skills that 
they will ever acquire. There is no better feeling than that of seeing your 
student, whom you have spent many hours training, pass their test and 
(metaphorically) rip up their L plates.

What differences were there between when you started and now?

Although I am a relatively new instructor (with around 2.5 years of 
experience), within the limited time I have been operating as an ADI, much 
has already changed in the field of driver training. For example, the new 
learner test came into effect last December, and the Part 3 training and 
assessment has changed significantly since I took my Part 3 qualification 
in 2016. Another big change is that ADIs can now train their learners on 
motorways; so it has definitely been a period of rapid transformation, and 
I suspect that there may be many more changes just around the corner!

Philip trained to be a driving instructor whilst working as a university lecturer. 

Congratulations Philip

What was the most unusual driving/training experience you had?

Possibly the most unusual experience I have had so far was when I was 
conducting a mock test with a student. Towards the end of the drive I had 
instructed the student to ‘take the first available exit at the roundabout’. 
The student seemed not to hear the operative word ‘available’, and missing 
two very large ‘no entry’ signs he attempted to drive the wrong way down 
a dual carriageway! It was a scary moment indeed, and one which I hope 
not to repeat anytime soon.

What obstacles have you faced and how did you get over them?

When I first qualified as an ADI I franchised with a national driving school. 
The school offers its franchisees a period of grace, where they are not 
required to pay the franchise fee until they have had a certain number 
of pupils introduced to them. Although I was happy with the number of 
students they had introduced, as they were relatively unknown in my area, 
the school decided that it was taking too long to introduce students to 
me and, as they were unable to collect their franchise fee, they asked 
me to return their car and cancelled our agreement. As a result, with only 
three weeks experience as an ADI, I found myself being forced to look 
for alternatives. I decided at that stage to work independently, which was 
a really frightening prospect at the time. However, on reflection, it was 
probably the best thing that could have happened, as it allowed me to 
develop my business following my own training ethos.

What is your fondest memory of being a trainer?

My fondest memory of being a trainer was seeing one of my students, a 
huge man of around 6’4” who was built like a wrestler, in floods of tears 
(of the happiness variety) after passing his test. Although he had been 
a full licence holder in his country of origin, he needed a UK licence to 
enable him to pursue his ambition of becoming a bus driver. Up until then, 
I hadn’t realised just how liberating it can be when students pass their 
driving test, and it was a wonderful moment which I will remember for the 
rest of my life.

What advice would you give trainers starting out?

Like all careers, being a driving instructor is full of challenges, as well 
as rewards. It is a wonderful career which allows you to make a real 
difference to the lives of others, but you will probably have moments 
where you question whether you have made the right career choice. My 
advice is if you truly believe that you have made the right choice, pursue 
it with everything you have to offer and keep improving your skillset. 
Organisations like the DIA offer some wonderful CPD training courses. 
Since becoming an ADI I have completed two courses in neurodiversity 
(one with the DIA and another with an external provider), I am nearing 
the end of my Diploma in Driver Education, and I recently qualified as 
a Diamond Examiner. So, no matter where you interests lie, there are 
courses out there for everyone to keep upskilling.  
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020 8686 8010
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A
Q I am a PDI and I am interested in taking the 

Diamond advanced test with a view to improving 
my skills before my part 2 qualifying exam. How 
do I go about booking this and can I get some 
training before the test?

We now have the facility to book training sessions on 
line using the following link:

https://advancedmotoring.co.uk/product/diamond-
training-session/

Clients can book as many training hours as they would 
like before their test and a qualified Diamond trainer will 
be in touch within 48 hours of the booking being made. 
Once you are ready for your test please inform either 
your trainer or head office, who will then allocate a local 
examiner to you and they will be in touch, again within 
48 hours, to make the necessary arrangements for your 
test in terms of a convenient date and time. Tests can 
also be booked online at www.advancedmotoring.co.uk

The Diamond team are often asked what type of 
vehicle a test can be conducted in?

The requirements do vary to a standard DVSA ‘L’ test in 
so much as a car that is not acceptable to take to test 
as a learner, is perfectly acceptable for an advanced 
driver on test. Some clients hire vehicles or borrow from 
friends and family. The important factor in all of this, is to 
make sure the insurance covers you for the purposes of 
the test and you will be expected to sign a declaration 
stating that the car meets all the legal and insurance 
requirements. Legal requirements regarding vehicle 
checks include headlights, indicators and brake lights 
which should all be working, plus all the tyres including 
the spare should reach the minimum legal requirement 
for cars. Diamond tests can be taken in automatic or 
manual vehicles and there is usually no restriction on 
your certification for category B1 with regard to the 
type of car you bring to test, if you have any doubts we 
would advise you to speak to your examiner regarding 
the vehicle you are bringing to test before the actual test 
day itself. 

A
Q

Q

A

Q
A

Will a candidate fail for getting a show me 
question wrong on the move? 

The serious fault would only come for a significant loss 
of control.

I am worried about risk management as my 
standards check is coming up. Do I have to say 
the word ‘risk’ specifically in my lesson or can I 
refer to risk using words I would normally use? I 
feel it is a bit weird if I use words I don’t usually 
as I don’t want to confuse my pupil. Can you 
advise? 
Lots of people still continue to ask about risk 
management. It is something that ADIs are actually 
pretty good at as we have to be! However, this question 
does continue to rear it’s head. Some ADIs have had 
the experience during a standards check where their 
examiner has told them in their debrief that they didn’t 
specifically use the word ‘risk’ and they should have.
I have recently had a conversation or two with the 
DVSA on this very question to get their advice. My 
personal opinion of this issue is that the wording you 
use shouldn’t matter, as long as you get the point across 
and the pupil understands it. Otherwise how can we 
be client centred in our training approach? Whether 
you use the word ‘risk’ or prefer (and your pupil prefers 
you) to use a synonym of the word ‘risk’, should be 
what counts. We know that everyone learns at different 
speeds and in different ways. That is exactly why we 
need to be client centred to cater for specific learning 
needs and recognise the individual differences in every 
pupil/customer we train and make the learning work 
for them. The DVSA agree with this advice. A final 
thought on this subject is ‘when climbing to the top of a 
mountain, does it matter which path you choose to get 
there?’
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More than half a million cars will be unable to 
use a new greener fuel set to be introduced to 
the UK.

The Department for Transport (DfT) has 
launched a consultation to review its proposal 
to introduce the more environmentally friendly 
E10 eco-fuel across the UK in 2020. The 
Government’s hope is that the move towards 
E10 fuel, currently widely available across the 
EU, US and Australia, will help the UK meet its 
emission targets.

Transport Minister Jesse Norman said: “This 
government is ambitiously seeking to reduce 
the UK’s reliance on imported fossil fuels 
and cut carbon emissions from transport. But 
drivers of older vehicles should not be hit hard 
in the pocket as a result.”

Regular unleaded petrol on sale in the UK 
contains up to 5% renewable bioethanol to 
help reduce carbon emissions, but biofuel 
E10 increases this proportion to 10%. Unlike 
regular unleaded petrol, ethanol absorbs 
carbon dioxide, so is therefore thought to 
offset greenhouse gas emissions. A switch to 
E10 could see a reduction in greenhouse gas 
emissions from UK petrol vehicles by as much 
as 6%, according to environmental agency 
ePURE. 

There are, however, concerns over 
deforestation as E10 is produced from plants, 
which risks creating further CO2 complications. 
Critics have also argued that E10 may be less 
efficient than the current E5 grade fuel, which 
would mean drivers having to fill up their tanks 
more often.

E10 fuel can be used to run most modern 
cars but research suggests that older cars, 
including some from the likes of Nissan, Ford 
and Volkswagen, will not be able to use the 
biofuel. 

New research by the RAC Foundation 
estimates a total of 634,309 vehicles on the 
road will be incompatible with E10 when the 
eco-fuel is rolled out. As of 2011, all new cars 
sold in the UK must be E10 compatible. As a 
general rule, drivers of cars registered pre-
2002 are advised not to use E10 in their vehicle 
as problems including damage to car parts have 
been reported. The full list of E10 compatible 
cars can be found on the European Automobile 
Manufacturers Association (ACEA) website.

That said, Steve Gooding, director of the 
RAC Foundation stressed that the vast majority 
of UK cars will be able to run on E10, saying 
“As and when E10 appears on the forecourts, 
drivers need to know whether their cars can use 

it without being damaged. This analysis shows 
that even in a couple of years’ time there will still 
be hundreds of thousands of cars on our roads 
that are incompatible with the new fuel.

“Whilst some of the cars incompatible with 
E10 fuel will be historic models, many will be 
old but serviceable everyday run-arounds that 
people on a tight travel budget rely on to get 
about.

“The good news is both that the vast majority 
of cars on our roads are able to run on E10 
and that Transport Secretary Chris Grayling 
has recognised the need to protect the users 
of those older vehicles which are not E10 
compatible.” 

He added “It will be interesting to see whether 
the current consultation generates support for 
the Government’s proposed way forward.”

A spokeswoman from the DfT said: “This 
Government is ambitiously seeking to reduce 
the UK’s reliance on imported fossils fuels and 
cut carbon emissions from transport. But drivers 
of older vehicles should not be hit hard in the 
pocket as a result. The E10 petrol consultation 
will give a better understanding of the impact 
of E10 on the UK market, and to ensure that 
drivers are protected if any changes come into 
effect.”

The largest driver trainer news 
resource adinews.co.uk/news
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Government looks to 
introduce new eco-fuel - 
but is your car compatible?
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Projection for annual private parking 
fi nes shoots up to nearly 6.5m

ADI jailed in sexual assault case

Private parking firms could have issued nearly 6.5 million tickets to drivers 
by the end of this financial year, new research has revealed.

A study by the RAC Foundation estimates that if current rates continue, 
private firms will have issued 6.44m tickets by April next year – an increase 
of nearly 800,000 tickets over the previous year.

Projections were calculated from the first three months of the financial 
year, with private parking firms requesting the vehicle keeper records of 
1,479,152 cars during that time. That’s a 14 per cent increase over the 
1,299,716 sets of records bought in the same period during 2017-18.

Vehicle keeper data is used by private parking firms to pursue motorists 
for penalties and charges for infringements of parking regulations – such 
as overlapping a parking space, overstaying the allocated time or entering 
incorrect details when buying a ticket. Private car parks are separate from 
those operated by local councils and are often found at shopping centres, 
supermarkets or motorway service stations.

 Of the 1.48m sets of data purchased so far this year, ParkingEye has 
purchased 388,061, while fellow operators Euro Car Parks and Smart 
Parking have taken 125,322 and 114,217 respectively.

Steve Gooding, director of the RAC Foundation, said: “Motorists might 
well be asking what is going on when the number of records being sought 
by private parking companies has shot up yet again.

“Number like these suggest that something, somewhere, is going 
wrong.”

To request DVLA data firms need to be signed up to an accredited trade 
association. There are currently two of these in the UK – the BPA (British 
Parking Association) and the IPC (International Parking Community). 
Each has its own codes of practice and appeal processes.

However, a private member’s bill from Conservative MP Sir Greg Knight 
aims to unite the two under a common code of practice. The government 
has committed to backing the bill, with the House of Commons report 
scheduled for November 23.

Gooding continued: “Drivers will be pleased that sir Greg Knight’s bill 
has cleared another parliamentary hurdle in the hope that it won’t be too 
long before some much-needed regulatory oversight is brought to bear 
on the industry.”

A driving instructor in Scotland has been jailed 
for sexual assaulting 14 female pupils.

Neil Addison, 55, carried out the attacks on 
young women between June 2014 and August 
2017 .

Several of his victims described how 
Addison, from Cupar, had initially been friendly 
but started groping them a few weeks into their 
tuition.

Last month at Dundee Sheriff Court he was 
found guilty of 14 charges.

Addison had denied touching “of a sexual 
nature” and claimed to police he was only giving 
a “reassuring pat”.

One girl told earlier told the court that 
Addison had repeatedly brushed his hands over 
her breast after telling her she had hair on her, 

and two pupils told how over a series of lessons 
Addison had started out touching them on the 
knee - before gripping the tops of their thighs 
after becoming more “comfortable”.

Another victim said she had refused to get 
back in a car with him after the first time he 
touched her.

Others said they only persisted with their 
lessons with him because they had already 
booked their driving tests and paid for blocks 
of lessons.

In her closing speech to the jury, fiscal depute 
Eilidh Robertson said: “He feels it is appropriate 
to shove his hand down the top of a 17-year-old 
girl in the middle of a driving lesson because he 
is attracted to her.”

Sheriff Tom Hughes jailed Addison for four 

years and placed him on the sex offender 
register indefinitely. He said: “They looked to 
you to guide them and paid you good money 
to do so. You took advantage of each and every 
one.”

“The evidence suggests you were grooming 
them - on the girl’s lessons you were friendly 
and pleasant and as time passed you took more 
and more advantage of them.”

The judge added: “It is noteworthy that over 
time that your assaults escalated and became 
more and more serious.When you saw the last 
complainer crying you said not to say anything 
about it as it would affect your career.”

“You show no remorse and don’t accept the 
harm you caused.”

DIA CEO commented “It is extremely worrying that these pupils came to such harm from an individual placed in such a position of trust - not 
just by the pupil and their family, but also by the regulator issuing him a licence to practice. Inevitably such high profile cases also cause harm to 
the profession as a whole. Whilst some may point to this being an isolated incident, sadly there has been an increase in complaints (and serious 
investigations of such complaints) for safeguarding breaches of this nature. Safeguarding knowledge and training is a serious gap in the ADI 
training process and should be a core concern for the industry.”

Turn to the Safeguarding feature on page 28
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Areas with the highest levels of 
car theft in the UK revealed
The most likely places in the UK to have your car 
stolen have been revealed, with London leading 
the way.  New analysis of more than five million car 
insurance inquiries released by price comparison 
website Moneysupermarket shows Romford 
to be the biggest hotspot for car thefts, with a 
reported rate of 13.5 cars stolen per 1,000 in the 
area. In Ilford, drivers experienced 13 car thefts 
for every 1,000 people. Birmingham came in third 
place with 9.5 followed by Halifax with 8.6 and 
Liverpool with 8.2. Closely following were East 
London, Bromley, Bradford and Stockport, each 
at around 7 car thefts for every 1,000 people. 
The third Essex town to break the top ten was 
Southend-on-Sea, which came in 6th place with 
8.1 car thefts or every 1,000 people.

“When it comes to car thieves, it turns out that 
the only way is Essex, as the county has three of 
the UK’s car theft hotspots,” Moneysupermarket’s 
Kevin Pratt said of the results.

“Makin sure your vehicle is protected with the 
right insurance is key to minimising the financial 
impact a theft can have, but prevention is always 
better than cure.

“No matter where you are in the UK, it’s 
important to defend your property against 

planned and opportunistic theft, whether of the 
vehicle itself or belongings left inside.”

On the other end of the scale Lerwick in the 
Shetland Islands, Scotland, is officially one of the 
safest places to keep a car, alongside Jersey and 
neighbouring Guernsey, with no car thefts stated.

Kirkwall, Dumfries, Inverness and Perth 
follow suit, with low theft rates ranging from 
0.3-0.7 per 1,000 capita. This makes Scotland 
the safest areas in the UK with half of the top 
10 belonging to the area. Not far behind were 
Dumfries, Perth, Truro and Exeter, which were 
all found to have less than 1 car theft to every 
1,000 people. Mr Pratt said: “There are simple 
steps drivers can take to enhance security and 
thwart criminals. “If you can avoid having to make 
a claim on your insurance, you will protect your 
no claims discount and dodge a nasty hike in 
your premiums.”

He recommended that car owners fit an alarm 
in their vehicle and consider an old-school device 
such as a steering lock if they have keyless entry. 

Drivers were also warned not to leave 
valuables out on display and to try and park in a 
garage where possible.

Almost a quarter of UK drivers admit to being 
nervous about driving on motorways
A recent study conducted by Nissan suggests 
that millions of British drivers feel anxious and 
lack confidence when driving on high-speed 
roads. 

Results from the survey of 2,000 drivers 
revealed the motoring situations that made 

drivers most anxious, with 23% of drivers 
saying they felt ‘uncomfortable’ driving on 
multi-lane roads. 

Motorway driving came out as the 
second biggest skill people felt they lacked 
confidence in, only beaten by parking - with 
27% of drivers admitting they had a fear of 
parking. 

Over half said that they felt nervous driving 
in between cars and lorries on motorways and 
43% said they felt particularly on edge when 
overtaking lorries and other large vehicles. 

Nearly half of the drivers surveyed also 
admitted they had previously taken a smaller 
road to avoid busier routes - with one in 20 so 
uneasy they had taken a detour as far as 26 
miles out of their way to evade motorways.

39% of motorists surveyed said they felt 
scared, nervous, uneasy or uncertain behind 
the wheel in general. 

The study was commissioned by Nissan to 
highlight and promote their latest advanced 
driver assistance technology, ProPILOT, but 
the ‘take-home message’ could be applied 
to driving in general, and may be indicative 
of confidence issues on high-speed roads. 

The survey comes nearly 3 months after 
test-ready learner drivers were first allowed 
to take lessons on UK motorways, in 
recognition of the importance of developing 
driver confidence, experience and skill on our 
motorways. 

Managing director of Nissan Motor Ltd, 
Alex Smith, said “…it’s concerning that 
many drivers feel they lack confidence in 
the everyday aspects of multi-lane driving. 
Modern vehicle technologies…can play 
a key role in supporting a positive driver 
experience.” 
Smith added that it was “encouraging that 
a large proportion of drivers recognise the 
impact these can have on their confidence at 
the wheel.”
Almost half of those surveyed believed 
that driver assistance technologies such 
as Automatic Emergency Braking, Lane 
Departure Warning and Intelligent Cruise 
Control could help improve their confidence 
when driving, especially on high-speed roads, 
further confirming that technology of this 
nature is the shape of things to come in our 
future vehicles.
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Bank of mum and dad 
keeping their children 
on the road
Comparison site, Compare the Market, have released their new annual 
report ‘The Tank of Mum and Dad’, revealing the extent of financial 
support that young drivers are receiving from their parents to keep 
them on the road.  

Their report revealed that over the last 12 months over half (52%) of 
17-24 year olds received financial help with motor running costs from 
their parents. Parents spend on average £762 per child to help with 
motoring costs, amounting to more than £2 billion a year nationwide. 

With young drivers increasingly burdened with higher prices, parents 
often foot the bill. Parents are finding that they are contributing to the 
cost of insurance (on on average £288), repairs (costing £178 a year), 
taxes (£125) and even petrol (£169). In addition to covering everyday 
running costs, parents are also contributing an average of £2,201 to 
the price of their children’s first cars. Nearly a third of parents surveyed 
said they paid some or all of the costs incurred during their child’s first 
year of driving, and one in ten continuing contributions for three years.

In July 2018, the average annual insurance premium for 17-24 year 
old drivers reached £1,309. Young drivers pay on average £600 on 
their premium than the national average, with Insurance Premium Tax 
(IPT) adding £161 to their premium. IPT has increased from of 6% to 
12% in the past 2 years. Compare the Market’s Commercial Director, 
Simon McCulloch, has called for IPT to be capped or scrapped for 
drivers under 25, in a bid to ensure driving is kept affordable for young 
people. 

Apple could be 
introducing AR 
windshields perfect 
for FaceTime
Your car could act a lot more like your iPhone in the future – at least 
according to Apple patent fillings for an augmented reality windshield. 

Patently Apple found a European patent application for a windshield 
display that presents map and road conditions in autonomous cars. 
Apple has been testing self-driving cars, but hasn’t divulged much 
about the project.

Stretching on the theme of artificial intelligence, the alleged 
augmented reality (AR) windshield would support FaceTime sessions 
to connect passengers sitting in separate autonomous cars.

“In some embodiments, an augmented reality display system 
included in a vehicle enables visual communication between an 
occupant on the vehicle and a remotely located user, including an 
occupant of a separate vehicle,” mentioned in Apple patent. 

The technology would rely on a range of sensors in the car itself 
including: Infrared cameras, light beam scanning devices, ultrasonic 
sensors, depth cameras, radar devices and GPS.

Beyond maps, a HUB windscreen would allow drivers to better 
monitor their driving speed, Apple stated.

It seems that Apple is also concerned about passengers who might 
be worried about sitting in a vehicle that can drive itself. If the system 
detects high stress levels from your eye motion, posture, gestures, 
body temperature, breathing rate, eye blinking, or heart rate it can 
change the AR display to calm you down.

Another self-driving car system, Drive.ai, similarly shows 3D driving 
and environment data on an on-board display. “Displaying a simple 
visualisation helps passengers feel more comfortable”, a blog post 
from last month explains.

A timeline for the technology has not been announced. A patent 
also does not guarantee a product will ever be made. According to 
Business Insider, in 2013, Apple filled a patent for an iPad-MacBook 
hybrid that would use magnetic connectors to latch a tablet to a 
keyboard. In 2010, it filled a patent for a smart bike that would use 
sensors to track speed, distance and heart rate.
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Eldest siblings are 
the worst drivers, 
study fi nds
Eldest siblings are the worst drivers, a new study has found. Privilege 
Car Insurance looked at the driving of 1,395 people and discovered 
that older brothers and sisters are most likely to pick up bad driving 
habits.

The results concluded that 89% of those who are older brothers 
and sisters are more likely to speed, with 35% receiving fines for their 
fast driving. Not only that 47% of older siblings annoy other drivers by 
cutting them off and 46% love to hog the middle lane.

Almost a third use their phones while they’re behind the wheel, and 
17% use driving as an opportunity to apply make-up.

Understandably this results in more accidents – almost a quarter 
of older siblings were in a minor one, while 15% were involved in 
something more serious.

All in all, this means your younger brother or sister may very well be 
better behind the wheel than you are.

 However, this is not the be-all and end-all because, according to 
science, the eldest child is the favourite.

A study from the human development and family studies department 
at the University of California last year found out of the 768 parents 
surveyed, 75 per cent of mothers felt closer to their first born.
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May pledges to freeze 
fuel duty for ninth 
consecutive year
Theresa May has announced that 
the rate of fuel duty will stay frozen 
for the ninth year in a row. 

Fuel duty is a tax paid on fuels 
including petrol, diesel, biodiesel 
and bioethanol. Since 2011 it has 
been frozen at 57.95p per litre plus 
20% VAT. For a 55 litre fuel tank 
that is £38.25 in fuel duty for each 
tank fill up.  

Fuel duty was set to increase by 
2p per litre next April, but the Prime 
Minister announced that this rise is 
to be scrapped.

According to the RAC 
foundation, 61% of the price of 
petrol and nearly 60% of the price 
of diesel is taxation. 

The freeze means that motorists 
will continue to pay the same level 
of tax on the fuel they buy, but 
this doesn’t mean that filling up 
tanks will be any cheaper as the 
price of oil is likely to fluctuate, 
and wholesale costs absorbed by 
customers. 

The average UK petrol price is 

currently 130.6p per litre, while 
diesel is 134.5p. In the past 12 
months, average petrol prices 
have gone up by 11.5p a litre, with 
diesel up by 14p a litre.

At its current rate, fuel duty 
accounts for around 3.6% of 
the Treasury’s yearly income. In 
2018-19 it will bring in 
£28.2 billion according to the 
Office for Budget Responsibility. 

Last month, Chancellor Philip 
Hammond said that the policy 
saved drivers money, but could 
cost the Treasury £38 billion if it 
continued for another three years.

The Institute for Fiscal Studies 
thinktank estimates that the policy 
is costing HM Treasury £9 billion 
a year. 

AA president Edmund King 
said the freeze would bring relief 
to millions of UK drivers and 
businesses. “The high pump prices 
are already forcing many families to 
cut back on journeys, household 
expenditure or both,” he said.

Highway Code changes to improve cyclist safety
Transport Minister Jesse Norman has 
announced changes to the Highway Code, 
aimed at keeping cyclists and pedestrians safe 
on the roads.

The government is set to review guidance 
on how road users should behave in relation to 
cyclists and pedestrians, as part of its goal to 
drive down unnecessary deaths.

The new Highway Code will highlight how to 
avoid the dangers of close passing. It will also 
encourage people to adopt the ‘Dutch reach’, 
a method of opening a car door with the hand 
furthest from the handle. This forces drivers 
to look over their shoulder for passing traffic 
before they open the door.

The review follows the recent publication of 
road casualty figures showing that 101 cyclists 
died in 2017 in road traffic collisions.

Cycling and walking minister Jesse Norman 
said: 

“Britain has some of the safest roads in the 
world, but we need them to be safer still for all 
— and particularly for cyclists, pedestrians and 
other vulnerable road users.” 

The government launched a new UK-wide 
initiative in June, to help the police crack down 
on close passing, which leads to accidents 
and puts people off cycling.

West Midlands Police are offering drivers a 
roadside educational input on safe overtaking 
but repeat offenders — or anyone deemed 
to have driven dangerously close to a cyclist 
— can expect to be prosecuted and taken to 
court.

Duncan Dollimore, head of campaigns at 
Cycling UK, said:

“Close overtakes and people opening car 
doors in front of cyclists are not only dangerous, 
they also put people off riding a bike. That’s 
why Cycling UK has been campaigning for 
changes to the Highway Code rules for many 
years.”

In August the department launched a 
consultation to look into whether a new offence 
equivalent to causing death by careless or 
dangerous driving should be introduced for 
dangerous cyclists. The consultation will close 
on 5 November 2018.
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HELPDESK
BUSINESS

KEITH HALSTEAD 
FREELANCERS REVEAL THE BEST
(AND MOST ANNOYING) THINGS
ABOUT GOING SELF-EMPLOYED

“FREELANCER” OR “freelance worker” is a term 
commonly used for a person who is self-employed and is 
not necessarily committed to a particular employer long-
term. Self-employment is becoming increasingly popular. 
As most ADIs will testify, while the choice to go self-
employed comes with amazing freedom, you may also 
have headaches you don’t find in traditional employment.

To discover the biggest perks and the most frustrating 
aspects, MoneySupermarket surveyed freelancers about 
their choice of working style. This is what their research 
revealed – I wonder if it chimes with how you feel?

The good news is that, despite the challenges, almost 
two-thirds of freelancers think that going self-employed 
was a good career move. What’s more, only 10 per cent 
actively regret it. The large number of people praising the 
move could have something to do with the frustrations 
of working full-time for an employer. The biggest hates 
about being in full-time employment for those who have 
experienced life in self-employment, according to the 
survey were:
• Commuting (13.6 per cent): studies suggest a daily 

commute negatively affects your wellbeing, so it’s 
no surprise to see that travelling to work was the top 
pet hate;

• Stress at work (13.1 per cent): in 2015-16, over 
480,000 people said that work-related stress was 
making them ill;

• Not being your own boss (9.4 per cent): the ability 
to choose the clients you work with is a big plus for 
freelancers.

In respect of the benefits of self-employment, for the 
freelancers surveyed, it’s all about flexibility. Instead 
of being tied to a desk for a set number of hours and 
working for one company, freelancers enjoy the control 
that they have over their projects and plans. The three 
best things about freelancing for those surveyed were:
• Flexible working hours (59.6 per cent): freelancers 

juggle multiple deadlines, but they can work on 
different aspects of their work when they want – no 
more clocking in at 9 and leaving at 5;

• Being your own boss (42 per cent): freelancers 
enjoy being responsible for their own success, 

Keith Halstead MA 
(Oxon) FCA has been a 
partner in the chartered 
accountancy profession 
for over 20 years. He is 
responsible for a wide 
range of owner managed 
businesses, including 
driving instructors. He 
currently heads up the 
DIA Tax Service for 
members. 
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without a manager looking over them, so there’s no 
top-down pressure;

• Flexibility over which type of clients and type of 
work you engage in (39.6 per cent): this ties in with 
being your own boss, as you can enjoy variation in 
your work.

It’s an unfortunate truth that some of the benefits of 
being a freelancer come with downsides. Where there’s 
flexibility, there can also be stress and inconsistency. 
For the freelancers surveyed, this was mainly around 
finances. According to the survey, these are the top three 
frustrations:-
• Inconsistent cashflow (57.8 per cent): with no fixed 

wage, it can be difficult to manage your money – = 
late payments from clients doesn’t help;

• Being responsible for finding your own work 
(37.6 per cent): it can be difficult to find work as 
a freelancer, with networking and growing your 
contact base being massively important;

• No company pension (29.8 per cent): less than 
a third of self-employed people are paying into a 
pension. So the future is not secure.

When it comes to cash flow problems, it helps to have 
payment terms that are as clear as possible, and possibly 
arrange payment in advance for a block of lessons. 
Freelancing is as much about building relationships as 
it is perfecting your craft, and nurturing your contacts is 
key to finding your own work. Attend events that will get 
you noticed. Ask for recommendations to clients’ friends 
and contacts. If you haven’t thought about building your 
own website and content strategy (a blog, for example), 
this can help elevate your brand and establish you as an 
expert in your field.

Self-employed people need to think about their 
pension much more than employees, who can look to 
schemes like auto-enrolment to help them save. Personal 
pensions let you choose your pension provider and 
how to invest your contributions. But it is a relentless 
discipline to put away money for retirement on a regular 
basis. Maybe, for you, the joy and freedom of being self-
employed outweighs all that. 
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UNASHAMEDLY, THIS MONTH 
(in my bit) I’m going to focus on 
encouraging you to come along to our 
DIA National Conference in just two 
month’s time. 
 Whilst the conference is always a 
popular and well-received event on our 

annual agenda of CPD activity, we’ve revisited what and 
how we deliver it this year. 

Whilst it’s great to cram in as many top flight 
speakers and topics as possible, and we encourage as 
much interaction between speakers and delegates as 
possible (so the policymakers at the podium properly 
listen to the feedback, challenges and ideas from those 
at the coalface), we are concerned that this formula 
doesn’t always offer delegates the relevant professional 
development opportunity to suit their individual 
wants and needs. And frankly, these one day industry 
conferences and exhibitions can lack tangible follow 
up in CPD terms. You come, you listen, you learn a bit, 
but there’s little spur or focus on how to develop that 
knowledge post that one single day. And does that really 
offer a great deal of value in return for the investment of 
your ticket fee, one day’s time, your travel etc?

This year we’ve tried to resolve a few of the key 
issues highlighted above. By offering you a choice 
of workshops in core areas of either concern (i.e. 
Safeguarding or your Standards Check) or professional 
development (delivering to pupils with diverse needs, 
assessing medical fitness to drive), we hope to offer 
delegates the opportunity to tailor the conference, and 
any learning, to their individual needs. Now, other ADI 

REPORT
CHIEF EXECUTIVE
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U
events (and historically DIA too) have offered such 
choice of workshops on the day before. However, no 
other one day event in the industry has ever offered the 
opportunity for continuous professional development 
(CPD), after the event (such as the type I’ll reveal next) 
nor such value for money.

Exclusively, delegates purchasing a ticket for the 
conference this year will not only get a full day of 
learning, updating, debating, discussion, networking, 
grilling policy makers such as the DVSA (and the all 
important lunch!), they will also be given FREE access 
to four online CPD courses after the conference to allow 
them to both follow up and expand on any learning from 
the day, and also plug the gaps in any of the workshops 
on the day they didn’t opt for. This exclusive offer  is 
not only designed to extend the learning opportunities 
introduced on the day, but also to celebrate the launch 
of our new online learning resource for driver and rider 
trainers.

The resources offered overall are worth an additional 
£200 of extra CPD (for the single ticket price of £89). 

So, yep – you bet – this month’s column is just a 
massive push for our annual conference. It is a great 
opportunity for members to engage in some really 
relevant professional development, up-skilling and 
updating. The upside is, whilst I’ve talked a lot in this 
month’s column - with a change in formula and focus at 
the conference - you’ll enjoy much less waffling from the 
stage from people like me and much more focus on your 
learning and development!

“We hope to offer delegates 
the opportunity to tailor the 

conference, and any learning, to 
their individual needs”

“One day industry conferences 
and exhibitions can lack tangible 

follow up in CPD terms”
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COMMENT
GUEST

WROTE SOME TIME ago about a 
female car customer who, although 
uncharacteristically, completely lost the 
plot when she heard another motorist 
make an abusive comment under his 
breath. I gave her some advice of what 
may happen on a test should she have 

a similar outburst. She felt my advice was wrong as she 
thought she was perfectly entitled to remonstrate in such 
a fashion, as “no man” would be allowed to speak of her 
in that manner. We eventually agreed to disagree, that 
being the only course after some discussion.

As bike instructors I’m sure we have all got stories 
to tell regarding “road rage”. I’ve been thinking of a 
number of instances of this, comparing my car and bike 
customers. I’m sure there have been more instances on 
the bike than in the car. Perhaps it’s because I’m not 
comparing like with like. The bike customers tend to be a 
bit older and have often been drivers before attempting 
to acquire a bike licence. Having a greater familiarity with 
the way other drivers behave, often having developed 
“road sense” and applying their skills to motorcycling as 
a beginner seems to increase their reaction in situations 
where they have felt vulnerable.

Of course there are many coping strategies that can 
be employed. This obviously isn’t an exhaustive list.

•	 Try	to	reduce	your	stress.	Give yourself more time 
to complete your lessons, journey and any daily 
tasks. 

•	 Don’t	take	it	personally. Try to be objective in 
analysing how the situation came about. 

Be polite and courteous even if others are not. 
Don’t underestimate the other driver’s level of 
aggression. 

•	 Report. Be prepared to report instances of 
aggression to the police. Take a note of time, 
location and registration numbers etc., when it’s 
appropriate.

It’s important to be realistic if you are involved in a 
road rage incident. You never know who you are dealing 
with, as there are good and bad people driving and/or 
riding every category of vehicle. As a rider, if you tailgate 
the vehicle in front of you after an incident and the driver 
brakes excessively you could be seriously injured. As a 
driver involved in an incident, how would you deal with a 
rider who was brandishing a screwdriver after removing 
it from their bike boot.

Thankfully, the types of incident I have mentioned 
above are few and far between. These situations do 
occur occasionally though. I’m in no way suggesting 
that one group of road user is at any greater risk than 
the other. Nor am I suggesting that there is one group 
of road user to blame or cause a greater number of 
incidents. My suggestion was that people who have 
greater experience or in some cases perception their 
abilities, are put in situations where they feel vulnerable 
or feel the have lost stature by returning to the ranks of 
the learner drivers are more likely to be required to take 
control of their emotions and behaviour.

At every stage in our driving career whether pre test 
or post test, whether a driver or a rider, we must  
stay safe.

Tweet your thoughts @
the_DIA 
#BikingInTheSummer

I
Jim Milton is a car and 
motorcycle trainer, and 
Diamond examiner
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MANAGING ROAD RAGE

“I’m in no way suggesting that 
one group of road user is any 

greater risk that the other”

“It’s important to be 
realistic if you are involved 

in a road rage incident”
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additional experience. 
But before everyone rushes off to the Highlands when 

they want to take their test, as a long-term strategy for 
staying safe and confident behind the wheel it has its 
downfalls. 

It’s certainly a better idea for learners to take their 
test on the roads that they will mainly be driving on. A 
well-rounded driver, who has experienced a breadth of 
different situations while taking lessons, is likely to be 
more competent and confident once they have passed.

And looking at the top 10 reasons for failing your 
driving test, it’s clear they are faults that could easily 
catch someone out whatever type of environment they 
are driving in:

 ■ Junctions (observation)
 ■ Mirrors – (change direction) 
 ■ Control (steering) 
 ■ Junctions (turning right) 
 ■ Move off (safely) 
 ■ Positioning (normal driving) 
 ■ Move off (control) 
 ■ Response to signals (traffic lights) 
 ■ Reverse park (control) 
 ■ Response to signals (traffic Signs)

Rural, urban, congested or empty; we need the next 
generation of drivers to be able to navigate their way 
around safely and confidently so they can avoid these 
errors once they have passed their test. 

So let’s keep targeting the skills learners need to drive; 
not the test centre.  

HERE HAS BEEN a bit of talk in the 
media lately about the ‘easiest’ and 
‘hardest’ test centres to pass your 
practical driving test at.

This is a story that has done the 
rounds before as it is based on data 
published regularly by the government, 

but it’s been a very timely one for me this time following 
hot on the heels of Finbar’s success in his driving test. 

He took his test at the St Albans test centre, which, 
according to the data has a pass rate of 43.7%, slightly 
lower than the national pass rate of 46.3%. 

Up in the north of Scotland, the pass rate looks a little 
different. Caithness, Orkney and Ross-shire boast the 
highest pass rates in the country. 

Caithness tops the table with 72% passing their tests 
on its open roads, Orkney is a close second with 71% 
getting the result they want and Ross-shire is third with a 
pass rate of 69%.  

It’s in stark contrast to those at the bottom of the table. 
Wanstead in London has a pass rate of just 33.4%, with 
many nearby London boroughs producing similarly low 
pass rates. Up in other big cities, such as Leeds, the 
news isn’t any better with a pass rate of 33.3%.

Pass rates are affected by many things. Big, urban test 
centres will have far more candidates pass through their 
doors each year than small, rural ones; which could have 
an impact on their pass rate. 

Similarly test centres in more affluent areas may benefit 
from candidates who have taken more professional 
driving lessons before they attempt their test. In addition, 
learners in rural areas may have driven agricultural 
vehicles prior to starting driving lessons, giving them 
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E10 FUEL 
N A RAFT OF recent 
emissions cutting 
measures, our government 
is pumping a lot of effort 
into encouraging drivers 
to fill up with greener 

fuels. DfT launched a consultation in the 
summer on its proposal to encourage larger 
forecourts to sell a fuel known as E10 to 
help the UK meet climate change targets. 
E10 is considered a cleaner alternative fuel 
as it is made up of 10 per cent bioethanol, 
rather than the 5 per cent found in regular 
petrol. Similar schemes to encourage more 
users of E10 have been rolled out across the 
US, EU and Australia.

However, there’s a bump in this particular 
road to a cleaner and greener motoring 
future, as some of the most popular cars will 
be unable to use this much lauded new fuel. 

Hundreds of thousands of vehicles, 
including Volkswagen, Ford and Nissan 
models, are not compatible with E10 petrol. 

The majority of new vehicles in use today 
are approved to be fuelled with this new 
petrol, but some older vehicles are not.

Recent research by RAC Foundation 
shows that many cars still in regular use 
are incompatible with the fuel. For example, 
their analysis found that by 2020 there will 
still be an estimated 28,066 Volkswagen 
Golfs (a popular used car choice for new 
drivers) on the road that would be affected, 
more than any other model. In fact, looking 
at the list below of brands and models with 
compatibility issues, some models popular 

WHY IT’S NOT ALWAYS 
EASIER BEING GREEN

Volkswagen Golf (28,066)
MG MGB (20,890)
Mazda MX-5 (18,162)
Nissan Micra (15,785)
Morris Minor (12,796)
Rover 25 (9,879)
MG MGF (9,352)
Ford Escort (8,947)
Rover Mini (7,614)
MG TF (7,568)

I

10 models that will have 
most registered E10 
incompatible cars in 2020

“Drivers need to know 
whether their cars can 
use E10 fuel without 

being damaged”

with young drivers figure largely.
In total, 634,309 petrol cars will be in 

use but incompatible with E10 in 2020, 
according to the research. Of these, 150,000 
will have been manufactured from the year 
2000 onwards.

“As and when E10 appears on the 
forecourts, drivers need to know whether 
their cars can use it without being 
damaged,” said Steve Gooding, director of 
the RAC Foundation.

Whilst the majority of trainer’s cars will 
be unaffected by this issue (especially 
newer models – one key advantage to 
leasing and buying newer cars is access 
to more economical, fuel efficient and 
cleaner vehicles) - many of your pupils 
may be looking at models which fall into 
the incompatible category, many will be 
unaware of this issue. And whilst Generation 
X (the 17-25s we teach now) is thought to 
be more environmentally conscious than 
previous generations (and could be more 
easily compelled by such green campaigns), 
more thought needs to go into how this 
group of drivers can engage in cleaner 
motoring initiatives. Certainly as a trainer 
it’s worth flagging up to pupils (as they look 
towards acquiring their licence, and a car) 
the limitations of certain models in this 
respect. 
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TOM HARRINGTON DISCUSSES ONE OF THE LEADING CAUSES 
OF ROAD TRAFFIC INCIDENTS AND CONFRONTATION BETWEEN 

DRIVERS AND OTHER ROAD USERS. 

The ‘Jekyll & Hyde’ Syndrome!

ROAD RAGE
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T’S A FAMILIAR scene. 
You start the day with a 
row with your spouse or 
partner, or your boss has 
given you a warning about 
poor work performance or 

on the way to work there is a traffic jam that 
really tries your patience – especially if you’re 
running late. Under these, and similar types of 
circumstances, you feel frustrated and angry. 
In fact, you could easily explode if just one 
more thing happens. Then, one more thing 
does happen when another dangerous driver 
weaves in and out of traffic lanes and you get 
even angrier. For too many people all this pent 
up emotion is given expression when driving. 
There is a name for it - road rage - and it is one 
of the leading causes of traffic accidents and 
violent confrontations between angry drivers. 
Of course, those drivers tend to blame the 
other driver for anything that happens, never 
themselves. 

Road rage is fairly well known to most of 
us, both through direct experience and news 
reports. According to epidemiological data, 
about one third of motorists report committing 
road rage at one time or another. While most of 
these incidents involve shouting and gesturing 
at other drivers, a small minority of encounters 
escalate to direct or damaging contact, or even 
death. 

So, what happens when a normally mild - 
mannered, pleasant and reasonable person 
gets behind the wheel and encounters a 
driving error that affects them? What turns 
them into a ‘Jekyll and Hyde’ driving monster? 
It appears their fuses get lit when they put their 
keys into their ignition.

Road rage may be defined as the driving 
behaviours that endanger or potentially 
endanger others and are accompanied by 
intentional acts of brouhaha or aggression 
towards others, negative emotions while 
driving and risk-taking. Interestingly, one author 
on road rage has proposed that road rage 
be recognised as a bona fide psychological 
disorder and labelled ‘road rage disorder’.

As a driver you must have a proper concern 
not only for your own safety and that of your 
passengers, but also for the safety of every 
other road user, including pedestrians. It is 
very easy to get impatient, or lose your temper, 
when other drivers do something wrong or 
you’re caught up in a traffic jam. 

But if you do, you’re well on your way to 
having an accident. Never drive in a spirit of 
retaliation or competition. If the incompetence 
or bad manners of another driver cause you 

inconvenience, don’t let your annoyance, 
even if justifiable, override your good sense of 
judgment. Attempts to ‘teach them a lesson’ 
don’t do any good, for there is no better 
lesson than setting a good example. Drivers 
are human beings, not machines, and so they 
are prone to inconsistency, distractions and 
making mistakes. Consideration is contagious, 
and once shown to you, you are more likely to 
show it to someone else.

According to the National Highways Traffic 
and Safety Administration (NHTSA) USA, road 
rage is defined as when a driver: “commits 
moving traffic offences so as to endanger other 
persons or property; an accident with a motor 
vehicle or other dangerous actions by the 
operator of another motor vehicle”. The NHTSA 
makes a clear distinction between road rage 
and aggressive driving, where the former is a 
criminal charge and the latter a traffic offence. 
The definition places the blame on the driver. 

Probably as old as the automobile invention 
itself, road rage didn’t become a widely used 
expression until circa 1980, when it featured 
in plenty of media articles about aggression 
while driving and its consequences. The term 
road rage was reputedly first coined by a local 
news station in Los Angeles after a spate of 
shootings on several freeways in the city. Prior 
to then, when another road user misbehaved 
either deliberately or otherwise, we politely 
referred to it as “bad manners”. Though there 
has never been any agreed-upon definition, 
the phrase is used to refer to an extreme state 
of anger that often precipitates aggressive 
behaviour, sometimes restricted to words and 
gestures, sometimes as assault and battery. 
As a working definition for this article, road 
rage may be described as a constellation 
of thoughts, emotions and behaviours that 
occur in response to a perceived unjustified 
provocation while driving. Today, there are 
many debates on whether someone who 
is having regular fits of road rage could be 
classified as a mentally ill person or not. 

Many drivers admit to undergoing a personality 
change when they get behind the wheel of 
their vehicles. Research carried out by insurer 
Churchill into the behaviours and psychology 
of British motorists has found that most drivers 
admit to acting aggressively while on the road 
at some stage.

Respondents to the research said that 
they are much more likely to react angrily 
when driving than when dealing with others in 
person. For example, 31% said they had sworn 
at other road users compared with just 12% 
who admitted having done so face-to-face. 

ROAD RAGE

I

‘Teach Them a Lesson’

“Drivers tend to blame 
the other driver...never 

themselves”

Road Rage or Bad 
Manners?

Research
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The Churchill study also found that many 
drivers believe this kind of ‘Jekyll and Hyde’ 
behaviour is acceptable, provided it’s confined 
to the car. Psychologist Donna Dawson, who 
analysed the research on Churchill’s behalf 
said:  

“One of the reasons drivers 
exert such different behaviours 
when on the road is the belief that 
their behaviour is justified by the 
circumstances. We tell ourselves 
the other driver caused me to react 
this way due to their bad driving. 
In other words, I am a perfectly 
reasonable person, reacting 
normally to another’s person’s bad 
behaviour”. 

The study found that one third of drivers 
admitted to having sounded their horn in anger 
or irritation.

Another study (circa 2015) conducted in 
the US reached a mildly disturbing conclusion; 
behaviour typically associated with road 
rage is the result of ‘intermittent explosive 
disorder’ (IED), which, like it or not, is a mental 
condition. Described by some psychologists 
as Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde behaviour, road 
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rage cannot be judged by an official external 
observation. In most cases, the police cannot 
charge a person with road rage, although laws 
against aggressive driving have been passed in 
numerous countries. 

According to scientists, the most recognised 
reasons for road rage can be traced to the 
basics of human conditions. Simple conflicting 
factors or emotional challenges related to 
driving can become occasions for expressing 
anger and aggression behind the wheel. 
For example, in most countries drivers are 
restricted to certain speed limits even though 
their vehicles can go much faster. Virtually 
all roads have road markings/lanes and road 
signs, even automated traffic signals that 
should be respected. All this while not being 
able to move inside the vehicle, which in itself 
becomes a stress factor that accumulates over 
time. 

Besides imposed restrictions, other 
motorists behaviour tends to influence 
aggression behind the wheel. Some of the 
primary behaviour manifestations know to 
spawn an episode of road rage are tailgating, 

cutting in, sounding the horn or flashing the 
headlights in an excessive manner, shouting 
verbal abuse and making rude gestures. Of 
course, there are those who suffer from a “King 
of the Road” attitude who will not tolerate 
these types of manifestations, and instantly 
become vigilantes, ready to “hunt down and 
punish” the culprits with senseless personal 
attacks. In the US, California is the only state 
to issue a penalty specifically for this type of 
offence, making it a legal term in the Penal 
Code:

“The suspension period 
authorised under this section for 
an assault commonly known as 
road rage, shall be six months for 
a first offence and one year for 
a second or subsequent offence 
… The court may in lieu of or in 
addition to the suspension of the 
driving privilege, order a person 
convicted under this section to 
complete a court-approved anger 
management or road rage course, 
subsequent to the date of the 
current conviction.”

‘King of the Road’
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You might like to think that road rage is 
something that only happens to other people, 
but the truth is that many drivers are guilty of 
aggressive behaviour on the road. Ask yourself 
the following questions and answer them 
honestly:

• Do you regularly drive over the speed 
limit?

• Do you try to ‘beat’ the red lights 
because you’re in a hurry?

• Do you tailgate?
• Do you flash your headlights at the 

driver in front because you think they’re 
driving too slow or are too slow moving 
off at traffic lights?

• Do you sound the horn frequently for 
the wrong reasons?

• Do you ever use obscene gestures 
or communicate angrily with another 
driver?

If you’ve answered yes to any of these 
questions, it is possible you are susceptible 
to road rage. Many times when a road rage 

Signs of Road Rage

“Examine yourself for the signs of road 
rage you could be guilty of”
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incident occurs, it is because the person was 
under stress in other areas of their life. The 
addition of congested traffic can add to stress, 
which then explodes when it is perceived 
someone else on the road has acted in an 
aggressive way, whether intentional or not. Try 
to be patient because it is said that patience is 
a virtue and certainly never more so than when 
you are driving. 

Sadly, incompetence, bad manners and 
aggressive behaviour on our roads seem to be 
commonplace. The secret for the good driver 
is not to let any situation lead to conflict. It is all 
too easy to get impatient, or lose your temper 
when other road users do something wrong. 
If you do, you’re well on the way to an accident.

Be prepared to make allowances for 
someone else’s mistakes and in everyone’s 
interest try to turn the other cheek. Irritation 
and anger, for whatever reason, are dangerous. 
They can cause mistakes, and mistakes lead to 
accidents. If you’re angry take time to compose 
yourself before a journey. Don’t jump into your 
vehicle when you’re in a steaming rage, wait 
until you have calmed down. The chance of an 
accident is too great to risk driving under such 
pressure. Remember, your actions also affect 
the actions of other drivers.

Lack of consideration can have dangerous 
consequences so if you’ve made a driving 
error, self-reflect in a positive way on what 
you’ve done and why you’ve done it. Decide 
on what you can do to avoid making the same 
mistake again.  Question your own attitude, 
beliefs and behavior and endeavour to adopt a 
more considerate and understanding approach 
to your fellow road users. 

There are numerous cases of road rage 
and the following are some examples. Some 
road rage incidents are just an exchange of 
rude words or gestures but more can have 
a deadly outcome. Take the case of the 
motorist who killed another driver in a road 
rage homicide and had his prison sentence 
reduced from 12 to 10 years on appeal. Karl 
Donoghue of Ringsend, Dublin pleaded guilty 
to the manslaughter of Ray Bates following 
an altercation regarding tailgating. Donoghue 
took a hurley stick out of the boot of his car 
and hit the deceased (Bates) several times in 
the head. The reason for the incident was that 
Bates flashed his headlights behind Donoghue 
while stopped a traffic lights. 

Road rage is often nasty and violent with many 
instances of fisticuffs and the use of various 
weapons to inflict damage to the person or 

vehicle. When drivers bring weapons such as 
guns and knives into the mix, it can be deadly. 
In April 2016, NFL player Will Smith was 
gunned down in New Orleans during a road 
rage incident, in which surveillance footage 
appears to show one car rear-end the other. 
In Chicago, the first ever toll-way shooting 
involved two drivers engaged in an argument, 
flailing their arms and yelling for several miles 
before Anthony Tillmon shot and killed Eduardo 
Munoz. Tillmon pleaded not guilty to first 
degree murder. In the US, road rage involving 
a firearm more than doubled to 620 in 2016 
from 247 in 2014, with 136 killed in those 
years.The count included cases of motorists 
brandishing or firing a weapon at another driver 
or passengers. In another Irish road rage case 
(non- fatal), a driver produced a Stanley knife 
in the course of damaging another person’s 
car. Edmund Whitson also made threats to kill 
the driver and his female relative. There was 
€970 worth of damage to the car. The judge 
ordered Whitson to pay €2,500 to the injured 
party and said she would “keep an open mind” 
about sentencing.

Leeds has the angriest motorists in the United 
Kingdom, according to new research. A study 
of 2,000 drivers conducted by the Accident 
Advice Helpline found that 65% of motorists 
have suffered anger on the roads, with nearly 
one in ten saying it happens ‘often’. Road 
rage can end up being really dangerous. If you 
experience a bout of road rage you may end up 
driving more erratically than whoever annoyed 
you in the first place. Bristol, at the other end 
of the scale, had the least angry drivers. In 
Europe, Britain comes out top where drivers 
are most likely to be exposed to road rage, 
followed by France and the Czech Republic.

Until now road rage has only occurred 
between people. But what will it mean when 
a driverless car is driving around empty or 
with passengers only? Will the rage from a 
frustrated driver be eliminated when they see 
that it was just a machine and not another 
person that annoyed them ergo, there is no one 
to dominate or challenge. Or will it increase the 
rage given that there will be no other driver to 
confront? Will a human driver rage against the 
passenger or the driverless taxi scenario? Will 
a human driver see the driverless car itself as 
something to dominate, to prove that he/she is 
better than a machine? Or perhaps the drivers 
attending to the driverless cars will recognise 
each other’s failings and either report it to 
the relevant authorities or maybe indulge in a 
robotic stand-off. 

“Question your own 
attitudes, beliefs and 

behaviours”

Road Rage
The Future?

Angriest in GB

Road Rage Fatalities
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“An eye for an eye only ends up 
making the whole world blind”

Unfortunately, due to human nature, it does not look like the 
road rage problem is going away anytime soon. All you can 
do is to be a responsible, considerate and mature driver that 
follows the rules of the road. While it may be difficult in the 
heat of the moment, do not give in to feelings of anger or 
rage on the road. Think twice about your actions, and their 
consequences, before you react, sound the horn or give a 
rude gesture in retaliation, because you never know what 
may have aggravated the other driver. Don’t drive in a spirit 
of retaliation or competition, use aggressive language or 
gestures or try to teach someone a lesson even if another 
road user has caused you an inconvenience. Avoid getting 
caught up in road rage and turning into a Jekyll and Hyde 
monster. Getting home safely is much more important than 
teaching another driver or road user a lesson.

It is true that all kind of factors can contribute to road 
rage, but most of the time it happens because at least one 
of the parties involved has decided to act out their anger in 
an inappropriate manner. The main ground rule to follow is 
probably being more courteous to your fellow road users, no 

matter how hard they make it for you. If you’re upset by the 
bad behaviour of another driver, try not to react and emulate 
them. If necessary, slow down to cool down, even if your 
feelings might demand a more aggressive response. Stop 
and take a short break, because while you’re upset you’re 
vulnerable. Your powers of concentration, anticipation and 
observation are likely to be much more reduced. An accident 
is more likely to happen. Be prepared to make allowances 
for the mistakes of other road users and remember what 
word you get if you put the letter “d” before anger – danger. 
Remember, two wrongs don’t make a right. Also, keep in 
mind that every driver has a legal and moral duty to exercise 
care, courtesy, consideration and common-sense to other 
road users on today’s busy roads so they can help prevent 
crashes which could cause death and serious injury whilst 
driving the ‘horseless carriage’. Finally, good things will 
only come if everyone starts being more responsible to one 
another, no matter what the context. And as Mahatma Ghandi 
once said: “An eye for an eye only ends up making the whole 
world blind”.

Conclusion

Mahatma Ghandi
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PUPILS, 
PROFESSIONALS 
AND A PROFESSION 
AT RISK?’
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N AN IDEAL world, I 
wouldn’t have to write 
this article. There would 
be no cause to. Pupils 
would be safe from harm 
in every lesson with every 

instructor, trainers wouldn’t be at risk of abuse 
themselves – or claims of abuse against them, 
and every instructor would be fully clued up 
as to their roles and responsibilities around 
safeguarding. But we don’t live in that world 
yet, and until the industry as a whole starts 
taking safeguarding seriously, driver and rider 
trainers will continue to be at risk, and in some 
cases, present risk.

Safeguarding is a key role for anyone 
working with young people and vulnerable 
adults – so that’s driver and rider trainers, no 
question about that. Even as a Fleet Trainer 
you will likely encounter clients classed as 
vulnerable adults. Safeguarding is a topic and 
area of professional development all trainers 
need to pay attention to. 

It’s important that trainers recognise their 
roles and responsibilities in relation to this 
issue, because you do have those roles 
and responsibilities – legally, professionally 
and one to wrestle with for yourself, morally. 
Recognising those roles and responsibilities 
is a crucial first step for many trainers, but is 
not entirely surprising many don’t recognise 
or understand this role, as there is a worrying 
gap in current instructor training. Looking 
at other training professionals – or indeed 
many other professions where practitioners 
come into close and regular contact with 
those defined as vulnerable in safeguarding 
terms – safeguarding training is a mandatory 
requirement, either as a condition of their 
registration/licensing or employment. Whilst 
we have no mandatory requirement (yet) for 
ADIs to undertake safeguarding training, 
to protect themselves and pupils, trainers 
should see training in this area as core to their 
professional development and standing. I will 
note that some ADIs have already developed 
an understanding of safeguarding and gained 
recognised qualifications in the subject  - 
generally because they may have additional 
training or voluntary roles (such as sports 
coach, youth leader etc) where it is mandatory.
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FOLLOWING THE RECENT PROSECUTION OF AN ADI IN SCOTLAND 
FOR SEXUALLY MOLESTING A YOUNG AND VULNERABLE PUPIL 
CARLY BROOKFIELD RE-VISITS WHY EDUCATING TRAINERS ABOUT 
SAFEGUARDING IS CRUCIAL IN PROTECTING PUPILS, INDIVIDUAL 
PROFESSIONALS AND THE REPUTATION OF THE PROFESSION.

Safeguarding is a term used to denote 
measures to protect the health, well-being 
and human rights of individuals, which allow 
people, especially children, young people and 
vulnerable adults, to live free from abuse, harm 
and neglect. 

Any child can be hurt, put at risk of harm 
or abused, regardless of age, ethnicity, 
gender or religion. The UK government has 
enacted legislation and published guidance 
to protect children from maltreatment, 
prevent the impairment of children’s health 
or development, ensure children grow up in 
circumstances consistent with the provision 
of safe and effective care, and enable children 
and young people to have the best outcomes. 
Responsibility for these aims is deemed to lie 
with everyone who comes into contact with 
children and families. 

Adults in need of safeguarding help are 
generally elderly and frail, and either live alone 

or in care homes with little support from family 
members. Or they may be adults who have 
mental health issues, a physical disability or 
learning difficulties. 

There is a myriad of legislation and 
regulation with a safeguarding imperative 
(your DBS check for one) and, whilst you 
aren’t expected to know all the details of the 
legislation that applies, a basic understanding 
of what of safeguarding means, including your 
role and responsibilities, is important as with 
any other individual working with vulnerable 
people.

As Driver Educators, we work with both 
children (anyone under the age of 18) and 
vulnerable adults. In fact, working with the 
elderly and frail could be a growing area 
of your work as we live longer and need to 
maintain our independence through activities 
such as driving.

I

“Safeguarding should be a topic of concern 
and development for all trainers”

WHAT IS 
SAFEGUARDING? 
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Safeguarding issues a trainer may encounter:
• A pupil confides they are being bullied, neglected or abused, or they’ve been the victim of 

sexual or physical assault
• You may suspect they are being groomed or are vulnerable to being so
• You may suspect a pupil is being radicalised
• Pupils may be vulnerable to internet abuse – harassment, stalking, grooming, bullying etc

Safeguarding breaches by trainers:
• Bullying or harassment
• Physical or sexual abuse
• Grooming
• Entering into inappropriate relationships with pupils
• Use of sexually explicit language or engaging in sexually focused conversations
• Inappropriate filming of pupils
• Sending abusive or sexually inappropriate emails, texts, social media messages and posts etc

Safeguarding is an increasingly important and high-profile area in modern society, where the failures of the past to protect these vulnerable groups 
have become common headline fodder and historic cases of abuse come to light. There is a greater willingness to reveal such crimes, leading to 
inquiries and court cases. 

Coming into regular contact with young people and vulnerable adults, and being in a position of trust with these groups, means ADIs do have a 
safeguarding responsibility – and a potential risk. Trainers may be privy to confidences from pupils that lead to concerns about their vulnerability, 
safety and wellbeing. And sadly there are also trainers who may also, intentionally or unintentionally, be the cause of some level of safeguarding issue. 
For example, it’s a worrying fact that in the last three years DVSA have seen a 100% increase in the number of complaints made against ADIs for 
misconduct of a sexual nature.

2015/2016
Sexual comments/touching pupil 31
Sexual assault of a minor 5
Suspected driving under the influence of alcohol/drugs       5
Racially or religiously aggravated behaviour                        2
Attempted Bribery of a Driving Examiner                             1
Other 1
2014/2015

Sexual comments/touching pupil                                       42
Sexual assault of a minor                                                     1
Suspected driving under the influence of alcohol/drugs       1
Racially or religiously aggravated behaviour                                         0
Other                                                                                    2
2013/2014

Sexual comments/sexual assault                                        19
Racially or religiously aggravated behaviour                        0
Using mobile phone during lesson                                       1
Other                                                                                    1

Recognising what constitutes a safeguarding 
issue and what to do if you have concerns 
about such issues, is important for anyone 
involved in education and training. Training and 
workshops on the subject can help you better 
understand what constitutes a safeguarding 
issue, but also how to respond to suspicions, 
concerns, or even direct disclosure of abuse or 
harassment. 

Spotting, reporting and helping to stop 
abuse is an important role ADIs can have, but 
they can only carry out that role effectively with 
dedicated training and access to expert advice 
and support. At DIA we often talk to other 
road safety stakeholders, such as DVSA and 
DfT, about the relatively unrealised potential of 
ADIs in safeguarding terms and our passion in 
enabling more trainers to spot, report and stop 
safeguarding breaches.

COMPLAINTS MADE TO DVSA AND INVESTIGATED 
BY THE FRAUD AND INTEGRITY TEAM
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2015/2016
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COMPLAINTS MADE TO DVSA AND INVESTIGATED 
BY THE FRAUD AND INTEGRITY TEAM

IS SAFEGUARDING REALLY SUCH A PROBLEM FOR OUR INDUSTRY?

“Serious safeguarding 
breaches by ADIs, 

investigated by DVSA, 
have worryingly 
increased in the 

last 3 years”
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Across this summer alone, we saw worrying features in 
the media delving deeper into incidences in the industry, 
prompted by a high profile case in Scotland. The Sun, 
with it’s usual tact and diplomacy, (but nevertheless 
highlighting issues the industry can’t just dismiss as a 
few rotten apples), ran an investigative piece that found a 
worrying increase in cases, stating that dozens of driving 
instructors have been reprimanded for sex attacks and 
lewd behaviour against learner pupils in the last year. 

A Freedom of Information request, made by the 
paper, found that seven instructors have been struck 
off for serious offences including sexual assaults and 
sending explicit messages to students. Numerous sexual 
misconduct allegations were made by learners, and a 
further 39 instructors were given warnings or barred from 
re-registering for safeguarding breaches. 46 rotten apples 
in one short period.

One victim who fought for a change in the law after 
being sexually assaulted by her instructor has called for 
tighter checks on driving tutors ‘put in a position of trust in 
a confined space’.

The most serious cases involved a driving instructor 
found to have sexually assaulted pupils and another who 
forced a pupil to watch a sex act. Two instructors were 
banned for making sexual comments towards a pupil, with 
one of the offenders also found to have inappropriately 
touched a learner driver. A further two trainers were found 
to have sent explicit pictures to a student. 

In February, DVSA announced new tighter regulation 
around the sexual exploitation of young learner drivers, 
with the Registrar now having powers to remove ADIs 
from the Register if a trainer is found to have had sexual 
relationships with learner drivers aged under 18 – or those 
deemed vulnerable adults above the age of 18.

Jacqui Turland, DVSA Approved Driving Instructor 
Registrar is clear about the agency’s responsibility in 
protecting the public:

“We take the safety of learner drivers 
extremely seriously and will thoroughly 
investigate any complaints about the conduct 
of instructors and will involve the police where 
necessary.”

“This tiny minority harms the reputation of 
the other 39,000 instructors in an otherwise 
hugely professional industry. Anyone 
threatening the safety of learners will be 
removed from the Approved Driving Instructor 
register, stopping them from being able to 
offer driving lessons legally.”

46 out of 39,000 is a tiny minority in some respects, but 
as we often say about deaths and injuries on our roads, 
one is too many.  If we don’t recognise the problem is a 
significant one, even if you don’t think the stats are that 
significant (I certainly do!) there won’t be the necessary 
impetus to develop safeguards for pupils, trainers and the 
general public and we will continue to see one too many 
breaches.  Not only do we want to avoid the harm to any 
individual that each safeguarding breach results in, we 
want to avoid the far reaching reputational damage the 
widespread media coverage cases such as the 
one in Scotland.

But it is important to remember that safeguarding 
protects all innocent parties, whether victims of abuse 
(which an ADI could equally be – being at risk from 
potential harm from pupil or the general public) or wrongly 
accused perpetrators.

GETTING INFORMATION, 
ADVICE AND TRAINING
DIA believes strongly that education can be a key-mitigating factor in 
reducing the risk of safeguarding breaches occurring.

There are various sources of training available in safeguarding from 
specific children’s charities and general vocational training bodies 
etc, but in recognising the growing importance of this issue within our 
industry, DIA has become the first driver training body in the UK to 
offer dedicated Safeguarding training for driver and rider trainers. 

 As for our training courses for safeguarding, we are going to be 
offering you a short eLearning course on this important topic that 
you can do from the comfort of your own home, that goes through 
the basics on safeguarding and how to spot signs and symptoms. 
This course is designed to give you a basic awareness but if you 
are looking for more information to help protect you and your pupils, 
we are going to be running a full day’s classroom training at 3 key 
locations across the UK in 2018/2019. Of course, if you have a group 
of people that want to attend this course, then we will happily come to 
you to deliver it. It goes without saying that we will need a minimum 
amount of people to do this but we are always happy to discuss this 
with you. 

We also offer confidential advice via our Member Helpdesk. If you 
feel you or your pupils are at risk of harm, or you have found yourself 
the subject of a complaint of a safeguarding nature, getting advice on 
how to deal with the issue is a sensible and ‘safe’ first step. Members 
of our Helpdesk team are qualified in delivering safeguarding advice 
and training - this is not just a new hot topic on our CPD calendar. 

Protect yourself, your pupils and your professional standing by 
seeking advice, information and training in this subject.

You can find out more at:
driving.org/ training-and-events,
or email: training@driving.org.
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IN 2016/2017 DVSA INVESTIGATED 
109 SERIOUS COMPLAINTS OF 
WHICH THERE WERE:
 
39 SEXUAL COMMENTS / TOUCHING 
OF PUPIL / SENDING INAPPROPRIATE 
IMAGES / GROOMING / SEXUAL 
FAVOURS

4 SEXUAL ASSAULT AGAINST A PUPIL
 
THEY INVESTIGATED 143 SERIOUS 
COMPLAINTS IN 2017/18, MANY OF 
WHICH ARE STILL ONGOING.
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E ARE ALL a bit different 
from each other and the 
modern car will allow 
for that. What the car 
designers are looking for 
is geometric balance. This 

will allow as many people as possible to be 
able to use their vehicles. How we are and 
the shape of our bodies not only shapes the 
car but how we drive.

The first thing that they will start from is 
the eye datum line, or putting it another way, 
where you look. From our seat we need 
a good view of the road ahead and of the 
instrument panel, having established we can 
see enough to maintain safety and legality 
we now need free and easy access to the 
controls. This should be done in such a way 
to minimise tiredness. 

It’s not enough to make the car just for the 
average person. We want as many people 
as possible to be able to drive it. The cynics 
amongst you will not be surprised by this act 
of car manufacture generosity. 

We now move into the territory of the 
cockpit drill. As driving instructors we are all 
aware of the effect bad position will have on 
our pupils and their ability to drive safely. The 
first thing we want from our pupils is to be 
able to adjust your car properly. 

The reason we drive on the left is because 
we are right side dominant. Something 

like 90% of the population is right handed. 
We traditionally keep left as this allows 
our stronger right arm to defend us. This 
right sided dominance gives us Port and 
Starboard. Boats were loaded by men 
lifting with their strong right arms into the 
left hand side of the vessel. This left hand 
side became the port side. The vessel was 
steered to the jetty by a paddle or a steer 
board on the right hand side using the 
stronger right arm giving us the starboard 
side. You still see people in small boats 
steering using an oar on the right hand side.

So the next question is why does most of 
the world drive on the right hand side if we 
are dominant to the right and should naturally 
drive or keep to the left? The answer to this 
is two fold and is shaped by politics and 

How our Bodies
Shaped Driving
LIAM GREANEY REGALES HOW HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY HAS, 
OVER THE YEARS, INFORMED AND SHAPED OUR VEHICLES, 
LAWS OF THE ROAD AND HOW WE DRIVE.

W
economics.

The political answer is thought to lie 
with Napoleon. As he conquered Europe 
he decreed that his armies should pass in 
peace, which meant they moved over to the 
left and instead of passing with their sword 
arms being able to be offered to a enemy, 
they showed the weaker left arm to the 
people coming towards them.

The next part of the answer is economic. 
As factories, cities and the roads grew so the 
economy improved and we wanted to carry 
bigger loads from A-B. With an old horse 
and cart you could sit up top pretty much in 
the middle. And if anything was in front or 
coming toward you with your dominant right 
eye you could judge very accurately how 
much room you had and so kept to the left.

But in the USA they started to carry bigger 
loads requiring two pairs of  horses or oxen 
to pull them. As there was nowhere to sit 
on the wagon the driver would have sat on 
the rear nearside of the animal. This is so 
that his right wipe hand had access to those 
animals to control them. When you are sat 
high and at the front it doesn’t make any 
difference which side of the road you are 
on. But if you are low and with a couple of 
horses in front of you to accurately judge 
passing, you would have moved over to  
the right.

As our vehicles moved from horse and 

“Why do we drive on 
the right if we are 

dominant to the right 
and should naturally 

drive to the left?”
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cart to faster mechanically propelled ones, 
and in much greater volumes, we started to 
introduce a series of rules. These rules have 
to work for us as people. So why are most 
maximum speed limits world wide nearly 
always 70 mph(113 kph) or thereabouts? 

Besides the physics of it that say the 
faster you go the more room you need to 
stop safely, what does 70 mph limit give us? 
The 100 metre stopping distance is also as 
about as far as you can still see a person’s 
face. This means we as people can react to 
another person and we would also know that 
they have seen us. Hopefully they would be 
getting out of our way now or we would have 
a chance to stop without killing them. 

This ability to see a person’s face at 100 
metres gives us street lamps just under 100 
metres apart. At night time if you are walking, 
you want to be able to have some idea of the 
person in front and their intentions.

The 30 mph speed limit given by the street 
lamp means that if your car hits a person 
they have just under 50% chance of death. 
Drop the speed down to 20 mph and that 
becomes 5%. This illustrates how our bodies 
react to impact from cars. 

We have just talked about speed limits, 
seeing people and hopefully avoiding them, 
but what about us the driver? How are we 
kept safe if it’s all gone very badly wrong?

Besides the inside bits of the car being 
made softer to minimise damage to 
ourselves, we also saw the introduction of 
the seat belt. These belts are designed to 
work on your bones, the diagonal should 
go across your collarbone and the lap part 
of it across your hip. The important thing 
is your bones are solid and will, along with 
a properly fitted belt, protect your internal 
organs.  

Over the years cars have grown head 
restraints. Your head is a large lump of 
bone with a pointy bit at the back, which will 
rotate backwards unless contained with the 
head restraint. Not adjusted properly it could 
become a very real pain in the neck.

How you hold the wheel will have a very 
real effect. If you have adjusted your seat 
properly your arms will be slightly bent, 
where they will be your shock absorbers. 
Having two hands on the wheel relatively 
high will stop you twisting violently if stopping 
very suddenly and unexpectedly.

I started this article talking about the eye 
and I’d like to go back to talking about this 
very important organ. 

The eye itself sits in a socket which 
defines your field of vision. You can measure 
your own field of vision by extending your 
arms and sticking your thumbs out. Move 
your arms out to the side holding your head 
still. Stop at the point your thumbs start to 
disappear and this should give you a range 
of 180 degrees plus. 

By having two eyes it gives us a depth 
of vision. However you can still drive an 
ordinary car with only one eye. Put your left 
hand over your left eye. Extend your arm 
and thumb to the point where it disappeared 
on the right. Now track its movement as you 
move right to left. Your view of your thumb to 

the left is now only limited by the size  
of your nose.

So in an ordinary car, even with only 
one eye you will be aware of the width of 
your vehicle. You cannot drive larger wider 
vehicles unless you have some vision in your 
defective eye. This again is so you are aware 
of the width of this much wider vehicle. 

Inside your eye you see with a series of 
receptors called rods and cones. The rods 
are much more numerous, being typically 
about 120 million per eye, and measure 
movement and contrast. They will be 
responsible for your peripheral vision and will 
have a limited response to colour which we 
will look at in a minute. 

The cones, of which there would only be 
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6-7 million, measure colour. And because of 
their faster response to the brain give more 
detail. Because of this sensitivity the eye is 
in continual motion building up a picture of 
what is happening. This is what we want our 
learners to do. 

The colours the cones respond to are 64% 
red, 32% green and 2% blue, which you’ll 
noticed are all primary colours. This gives 
us red for danger, green for safety and blue 
for authority with yellow being made up of 
red and green. From this we now have the 
colours of the traffic lights and road signs. 
Our rods have no response to red light. This 
means at night with our eyes adapted to the 
dark, a red warning light is not going to wash 
away the rest of our vision. Due to the fact 
that there is some response to blue from the 
rods we become very aware of blue lights 
from the emergency services. 

Eyes are sometimes described as 
windows to the soul. A professional eye 
examination can also be a window to 
good health. These checks are capable 
of detecting a range of conditions such as 
high blood pressure, diabetes, dementia 
and tumours. They should be done at least 
every two years. When were yours last 
checked?

“We have 120 
million ‘rods’ per eye 
measuring movement 

and contrast”
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WILL OFTEN receive calls 
on the help desk from 
ADIs looking for assistance 
and guidance on how to 
run their business more 
efficiently. One aspect to 

this is how can they grow their business and 
more importantly how can they deal with calls 
and enquiries, when most of the time they are 
on the open road We live in a world, where 
the younger generation in particular are used 
to getting answers quickly and the internet 
is an instant source of information where 
customers can get in touch very quickly via 
links and contact details online. If a customer 
does call you, they will often not leave a 
message or call you again as there is always 
the next driving school to try further down the 
list of options.

Smartphones are the most common 
starting place for a purchase according to 

Google’s research. The research shows that 
65% of purchases began on a smartphone 
before 61% moved onto a PC to complete 
the purchase with the remaining 4% on a 
tablet. These figures are no doubt shifting 
year after year with smartphones becoming 
ever more sophisticated and easy to use 
when making online purchases.

Driving instructors and schools simply 
cannot ignore this fact if they are to survive 
in the future and this can prove difficult 
particularly if you are a sole trader with no 
support network around you to deal with 
calls, emails and enquires through social 
media.

Companies offering call answering to 
driving schools and instructors come 
in many shapes and forms. Many 
companies just offer a simple 
message system where they 
take the pupil’s details 

and pass them on to the instructor by text 
or email. Some companies offer sales and 
booking systems where the call answering 
company becomes almost a part of your 
school and are able to sell your lessons 
and services with the same knowledge 
and information that you would 
personally give to a customer.

Some companies 
have great 
knowledge 
of the 

KAREN BRANSGROVE DISCUSSES WHAT CAN YOU DO WHEN 
YOU WANT TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS BUT YOU ARE UNABLE 
TO TAKE THOSE ALL IMPORTANT CALLS FROM POTENTIAL NEW 
CLIENTS, WHERE CAN YOU GET HELP?

Call Answering

I
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driver training profession and many have none or little. As a client 
yourself looking for a solution, you will need to investigate what suits 
you and your needs best in terms of your driving school and how you 
want to present yourself to the general public.

When looking at an average day’s calls for driving schools across 
the country there are a variety of questions that customers present. 
For example, can I learn to drive on my foreign licence? What 
happens on test day? Where will the instructor pick me up and can 
he/she drop me off at a different location? Will I fail my test if I don’t 
use my mirrors properly? Do you offer discounted services and 
products? There is no end to the variety of queries that may present 
themselves and it’s clear that to help a school gain the confidence of 
their customers and grow the business effectively, the knowledge and 
skills of the phone operators of any call answering service needs to 
be far more than just taking a message.

Another consideration is complaints. An experienced call centre 
can head these off early and come to a good solution before they get 
out of hand.

61%

4%

65%
Call Answering

“Pupils call with questions 
and queries, not just to simply 

book lessons”
Only good knowledge and a great attitude by trained staff can do 

this. What is needed therefore is not just a call answering service 
where messages are taken, but an industry-specific, fully-fledged 
business administration service that meets the demands of driving 
instructors and driving schools.
Unfortunately, voicemail just doesn’t work anymore. It used to ten 
years ago, but today’s customer just doesn’t want to leave a message 
and many don’t even use their own voicemail. Leaving messages 
generally has a very poor return rate. A survey by Free Press Release 
noted that ‘when calling a business during office hours in response 

65% of 
purchases began 
on a smartphone

61% moved onto 
a PC to complete 
the purchase

4% of purchases 
were completed   
on a tablet
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to an advert for their services, more than 
half of people will not leave a message on 
voicemail’. The same survey also found that 
79% of people would not leave a message 
on voicemail if they are calling to place an 
order for a product or survey.

Mobile phone technology is vastly 
improved from ten years ago and apps are 
evolving daily. Couple this with technology 
out there including ‘live chat’ and customers 
have an ever -increasing way of connecting 
with a driving school. Live chat is hugely 
popular these days and this software 
recognizes the second someone lands on 
your webpage and you can instantly interact. 
This is just like analytics but this is a live 
version showing all activity while it happens. 
Operators can see at a glance what the pupil 
is looking at while chatting to them as well as 
providing instant information and guidance.

With legislation rightly not allowing driving 
instructors to use their phones while driving 
or even while on lessons, many are missing 

out on valuable business. Just one pupil lost 
is one too many for most schools.

One of the main reasons for a driving 
school or instructor failing in business is not 
the ability to teach or get candidates through 
a test, but a lack of business skills. We 
cannot be masters of everything, having a 
professional service or organisation who can 
answer calls and queries as well as booking 
clients into your diary can really increase 
customer confidence in your school. This, in 
turn, leaves you the trainer to do what you 
do best and teach. It’s also nice to think that 
when you get home you can relax and put 
your feet up as your calls have already been 
dealt with throughout the day.

Having a choice of phone numbers can 
help too and is certainly a consideration. 
Often, we see just a mobile number and 
some customers do not want to call a mobile 
number. Being able to give a choice of a 
local or 0300 number, plus a mobile can 
be an alternative and a professional call 

answering service should be able to help 
provide these inclusive options in their costs.

Electronic diaries and smart phones that 
deal with an array of booking systems and 
the options these days can suit most people 
in one shape or form. It doesn’t have to be 
complicated and PCs and tablets now give 
many variances and methods on updating 
diaries. The biggest advantage of having 
an online diary means that a call centre can 
book lessons for you straight away in to 
empty slots as per your personal booking 
requirements and availability.

There are now options to send text 
messages automatically reminding clients of 
their upcoming training and lessons. Going 
paperless is becoming increasingly more 
popular and for what can often mean less 
than the price of one lesson per week, a call 
centre can help you run your driving school 
more effectively and efficiently it’s definitely 
worth considering.

“A recent survey showed that 79%of customers  won’t 
leave a voicemail when calling to order goods or services - 

that’s a lot of missed business”
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CONFERENCE + CPD 
WORKSHOPS + 4 FREE 
ONLINE CPD MODULES 

(WORTH £200)

020 8686 8010
Survey conducted August 2015, based on current DIA Tax Service users. Terms and conditions apply
For non-VAT-registered sole traders, (VAT-registered or Ltd companies price on application). Prices correct at time of going to press.
First direct debit payments start in January 2018.
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A Driving Instructors 
Association Service
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tax network for you
From Only £20 per month
including VAT, equivalent of £240 per year
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Drive Car Hire, offer nationwide delivery & collection service. 

Modern rental vehicles at highly competitive prices. 020 7308 1360www.drivecarhire.co.uk

Call & Quote
ADi746

Call & Quote
ADi1999

The UK’s Premier

Dual Control
Hire Specialists

DAILY, WEEKLY, MONTHLY HIRE &
CONTRACT HIRE AVAILABLE.
Drive Car Hire offer naonwide delivery & collecon service.
Modern rental vehicles ay compeve prices

THAT PASSES YOUR TEST
With over 20 years experience we understand your needs as a busy instructor. Whether 
you are a PDI or ADI, our exclusive insurance solution offers comprehensive motor cover.

•  Excellent discounts for claim free
driving & qualifications

•  Business or pleasure use for any driver
•  Dual-controlled courtesy car available*
•  Negligent tuition liability cover

as standard

•  Banned driver & off-highway young 
driver cover

•  Parts and repairs guaranteed for 3 years*
• Competitive monthly instalments 

Arthur J. Gallagher Insurance Brokers Limited is authorised and regulated by the  
Financial Conduct Authority. Registered Office: Spectrum Building, 7thFloor, 55 
Blythswood Street, Glasgow, G2 7AT. Registered in Scotland.  
Company Number: SC108909.

*  Subject to an approved 
repairer being used. 

Contro
Dua

INSTRUCTOR INSURANCE

T: 0800 612 3656
www.dual-control.com 
Please contact us if you would like a copy 
of the full policy terms and conditions.

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
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OW MANY TIMES a day do you see drivers 
flashing their headlights to let someone go? It 
is quite a few when you start to consciously 
pay attention. On one hand, yes, courtesy does 
still exist and that is good, but on the other, the 
practice of flashing someone to go is fraught with 

issues. Sometimes we may even catch our pupils doing this during 
a driving lesson and therefore need to jump on it right away whilst 
wondering to ourselves, ‘where the heck did that come from as I 
haven’t taught them to do this!’ 

OLIVIA BALDOCK-WARD 
LOOKS AT HOW SMALL ACTS OF 
KINDNESS AND COURTESY CAN 
CREATE SOME POTENTIALLY RISKY 
SITUATIONS OUT ON THE ROAD

Road rules
and bad habits

H

“The practice of fl ashing 
someone to go is fraught 

with issues”
Highway Code rule 110 states that we only flash our headlights 

to let others know we are there. We do not flash our headlights to 
convey any other message or to intimidate other road users. Fair 
enough as sometimes another road user may not have seen us 
and we need to alert them we are there. As this message has been 
twisted and overused to the extent that it has on today’s roads, if we 
suddenly all started using the flashing our headlights signal for the 
sole (and correct) purpose of warning others that we were there, it 
would certainly cause confusion and most probably become a risk 
increasing factor, rather than being a risk reducer. The other issue 
with flashing someone to go is of course it is open to other road users 
nearby to think it is meant for them instead or as well, so you flash 
your lights and everyone takes it as their signal to go. A quick way of 
it all going wrong.   

ADIs will emphasise to their learners – both provisional and full 
licence holders – the importance of the correct usage of this, and 
other signals, and reinforce by quoting the Highway Code. However, 
as we know from research, people pick up on habits and behaviours 
from their parents from a very early age – some are reported to be 
as young as 3 years old where they start watching, learning and 
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40 Driving Instructor

remembering their parents’ habits. So the 
next time you have one of those ‘where on 
earth did that come from?’ moments, ‘a long 
time ago’ is probably your answer. It is now 
down to us to highlight this, and get them 
to reflect on it from different points of view 
so they can see for themselves all of the 
associated issues that go with it. The worst 
thing we can do when faced with something 
like this is ignore it. 

This follows on nicely into the next 
bad habit that we have all been guilty of 
at sometime or another, and again isn’t 
uncommon to see. Waiving people across 
the road, or waiving a vehicle out of a 
junction. Again, yes it is nice to see that level 
of courtesy being displayed to fellow road 
users but the dangers that go with it are 
quite frankly, not worth getting involved with. 
Drivers may waive people out as it makes 
it easier for them to turn into the junction 
for example, and so this gesture can also 
fall into the beneficially selfish category too. 
Whatever the reason behind it, it shouldn’t 
be done as too many times I have witnessed 
this going wrong, or about to go wrong, 
where the driver on the receiving end has 
literally taken the other person’s word for it 
and pulled into the path of another driver or 
rider who has now been innocently caught 
up in it all. I’ll leave the outcome to your 
imagination. 

As ADIs we would again discourage this 
practice and instead encourage our learners 
to view the negative points from different 
angles and help them to work out a better 
(and safer) solution if they want to let people 
go in front of them. We know the best way 
to do this is to do nothing. By this I mean 
we don’t waive, flash or gesture. We simply 
position our vehicle in a ‘hold back’ position 
and make eye contact. Drivers and riders 
do understand this and will respond as you 
intend. It isn’t as quick as flashing or waiving 

them to go, but at least you haven’t caused 
or got caught up in a collision. Flashing 
hazard lights is another one. We all know 
how to use this correctly, but it is overused 
and not in the right way. It usually follows on 
from someone flashing or waiving you out! 

Following other drivers on a long, steep, 
downhill stretch of road, you tend to see 
their brake lights on for a long period of time. 
This practice is also known as ‘dragging 
the brakes’. This isn’t good as it puts lots 
of additional wear and tear on the brake 
pads and discs, which means you having 
to replace them sooner. Oh and even more 
expense on top. Another phrase is ‘brake 
fade’ which is part of the same bad practice. 
This is when the brakes become overheated 
and then don’t work as efficiently. Most 

“Highway Code rule 110 states that we only fl ash 
our headlights to let others know we are there”

020 8686 8010

Our special DIA driver eyecare 
vouchers help you take care of
one of your most important 
business assets

Fully comprehensive eye exam (RRP £17)
A complete pair of single vision lens glasses from the £45 range
Plus a further £20 towards premium priced frames  
Can be used in conjunction with Specsavers 2 for 1 deals

£35
ONLY 

Good vision and eyecare is fundamental to your 
work as a driver trainer

CLEARLY 
GOOD VALUE

FULL EYE TEST
ONE COMPLETE
PAIR OF SPECS

VOUCHERS 
AVAILABLE 
ONLINE
driving.org/eyecare

01227 285550
driving.org/eyecare
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Getting your 
business back on 
the road

A Driving Instructors 
Association Service

Subject to criteria; one vehicle per policy
 see www.driving.org/recovery/keyfacts for key facts

* Vehicles up to 10 years for european cover

24 hours a day, 7 days a 
week – here and abroad

020 8686 8010
driving.org/recovery

Our cover includes
24-Hour roadside assistance
Home start
Rescue/recovery
Driving school and private cars 
European cover
Motorbikes
All vehicles up to 20 years old*

Non-member price £69.50

£59.50  
per year

With our recovery policy, we offer you 
high quality cover at very competitive 
prices, giving you peace of mind that 
you’re covered if the worst happens.

modern cars will ventilated discs now but this 
should definitely be discouraged. 

The solution is to engage the most suitable 
lower gear before the descent, and apply 
the brakes now and again to keep the speed 
under control. This way you are not putting 
additional and unnecessary stress on the 
vehicle, and costing yourself even more 
money. 

This one is for you automatic trainers. 
Have you ever had a pupil that has shifted 
from a forward 
into a reverse 
gear, or vice 
versa, before the 
car has stopped? 
Even at a very 
low speed, this 
is going to cause 
wear and tear on 
the transmission 
band, when the wear in this case should be 
made to the brake pads and discs as they 
are cheaper and easier to replace. Even in 
manual cars, this practice can, and does, still 
happen and so when these seemingly small 
things creep into the driving, they do need 
addressing sooner rather than later as the 
longer we leave it, the more ingrained it gets, 
plus we don’t want to be sending out the 
message that ‘it’s ok’ to do this. 

Riding the clutch can be quite common 
to see. I have seen both new drivers and 
experienced full licence holders do this and 
will always address it as soon as I can. This 
is the practice of resting your foot on the 

clutch pedal during the drive. Why? A few 
reasons, but more commonly perhaps is due 
to laziness and the practice has become a 
habitual fault from early days of driving, as it 
wasn’t addressed. It can also be a comfort 
blanket of sorts especially with newer 
learners.

This can stem from a fear of stalling and 
knowing the clutch is right there, gives them 
a certain level of reassurance. 

Riding the clutch also extends to holding 

the vehicle for a prolonged period of time 
on a hill. In other words, holding the vehicle 
at the biting point. Why do drivers do this? 
Again, laziness and poor habits rank quite 
high on this one as well. This will cause 
the clutch to overheat, it will mean extra 
wear and tear on the clutch and reduce it’s 
life, plus the vehicle has potential to roll 
backwards as it isn’t properly secured on the 
parking brake. 

STOP signs are often the root of 
the debate back and forth between 
an experienced driver, be it a PDI or 
occupational driver for example, and the ADI. 
As we approach the STOP sign, they will 

slow to a crawl but sometimes won’t actually 
come to a complete stop.

They treat a STOP more as a Give Way in 
this respect, and so this needs addressing 
as we must come to a complete halt. The 
STOP sign is there for good reason and as 
with all road signs and markings, they come 
from past events. Local authorities will put 
in signage usually when there has been 
similar occurrences in an area, or a stretch 
of road and so seeing a STOP rather than a 

Give Way, you know 
it is there for good 
reason. Nipping the 
creeping forward at 
the solid white line and 
octagonal sign in the 
bud, needs to happen 
once you see evidence 
of this practice for 

exactly the same reasons as previously 
mentioned.

Even if you don’t say anything, you are in 
fact speaking volumes (loud and clear) that 
this practice can be ignored, so don’t worry 
that you are being picky as after all, it was 
only a bit of edging forward and nothing to 
worry about – right? Wrong. They may not 
even be aware of it so you must address it. If 
you do feel this doubt creeping in, remember 
why there is a STOP sign there. By instilling 
these good practices in them and making 
them aware of the consequences, you might 
just save a crash from happening. 

“As we approach the STOP sign, they will 
slow to a crawl but sometimes won’t actually 

come to a complete stop”
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Great topics and speakers,  a choice of six CPD 
workshops, plus lunch and refreshments
At this year’s DIA Conference, not only will you have the opportunity to catch up on the latest developments in driver 
education and training, grill the DVSA, network and celebrate ADI achievements (and that’s just our morning session), 
you’ll also have the opportunity to attend 2 special CPD workshops of your choice on the day and gain free access to four 
online CPD courses after the event.

WE’LL BE LAUNCHING OUR 
NEW DIA ACADEMY!
Find out about the exciting learning and development 
opportunities available on this unique new ADI CPD hub. 
To celebrate the launch, we’ll be giving conference attendees 
tasters of some of the courses which will be available in 
DIA Academy in the form of workshops on the day.

How does it work?

 ■ Safeguarding in Education and Training 
 ■ National Standard and your Standards Check (Rider Trainers)
 ■ National Standards and your Standards Check (Driver Trainers)
 ■ Training Drivers with Diverse Needs
 ■ Assessing Medical Fitness to Drive
 ■ Training on High Speed Roads

Buy a ticket for the National 
Conference 
(www.driving.org/conference)1

3
The online courses are:

Choose two CPD workshops 
from the afternoon sessions 
(see overleaf)2

THE BEST VALUE ADI AND RIDER 
TRAINER CPD EVENT OF THE YEAR!

NATIONAL 
CONFERENCE 2018

STEP

STEP

STEP

WE’LL BE LAUNCHING OUR 
NEW DIA ACADEMY!
Find out about the exciting learning and development
opportunities available on this unique new ADI CPD hub. 
To celebrate the launch, we’ll be giving conference attendees 
tasters of some of the courses which will be available in 
DIA Academy in the form of workshops on the day.

4 FREE ONLINE 
COURSES

Courses normally cost over £50 each!

TICKET INCLUDES

After the conference you’ll be sent a special code 
to give you access to your free online courses

CONFERENCE ONLY
DIA members £89
Non members £99

CONFERENCE PLUS BED AND BREAKFAST
DIA members £169
Non members £179

CONFERENCE PLUS DINNER, BED AND BREAKFAST
DIA members £189
Non members £199TI
C

K
ET

S

DON’T FORGET - FREE WITH 
YOUR CONFERENCE TICKET 
COMES ACCESS TO 4 ONLINE 
CPD COURSES WORTH £200!!

PLUS
MEET THE DIA TEAM, TAKE ADVANTAGE OF EXCLUSIVE EVENT DISCOUNTS AT THE DIA SHOP ANDMAKE SURE TO VISIT OUR EXIHBITORS - WE’LL BE JOINED BY SPECSAVERS, PERTEMPS DRIVER TRAINING, NEMESIS, VEYGO, COLLINGWOOD AND NEW MEMBER BENEFIT PLAYPASS TO NAME JUST A FEW

23 NOVEMBER 2018 | 9AM - 4PM
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Dr Nick Jenkins
Interim Senior DVLA Doctor, Driver and Vehicle 
Licensing Agency

Acting on behalf of DVLA, Dr Nick Jenkins works 
closely with the Secretary of State’s Honorary 
Medical Advisory Panels, Research Groups and 
with UK and European policy colleagues, to 
apply the medical standards for driver licensing 
in Great Britain. Providing coaching and support 
to doctors, nurses and staff in relation to the 
application of the medical standards for fitness 
to drive.

Gareth Llewellyn
CEO, Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency

Gareth joined DVSA in March 2016 as CEO, 
with the challenge of leading a newly combined 
agency into the next phase of its development, 
and continues to do so. Prior to this he has held 
global executive roles with large organisations 
including National Grid and Anglo American. More 
recently he was Executive Director at Network 
Rail where he was responsible for sustainable 
development and instrumental in changing the 
culture of the organisation.  

Mark Winn
Chief Driving Examiner, Driver and Vehicle 
Standards Agency

Mark is responsible for motorcycle rider and 
vocational driver strategy, policies, services and 
products at the DVSA. Mark is also the registrar 
for motorcycle approved training bodies and 
delegated driving examiners.

John Rogers
CEO, Association of Disability Driving Instructors

John has worked as an ADI for over 25 years and 
has specialised in working with a diverse range 
of physical and cognitive needs, both as a trainer 
and driving assessor. He also has an extensive 
background as a provider of training courses to 
ADIs, healthcare professionals and assessors.

Mark Jaffe
Chief Motorcycling Examiner, Diamond

Mark Jaffe is Diamond’s Chief Examiner for 
Motorcycles. Mark oversees the network of 
Diamond motorcycle trainers from a quality 
assurance perspective, plus conducts Diamond 
motorcycle tests himself. Mark owns Phoenix 
Motorcycle Training Ltd, which has 7 schools 
in London and the South East. His schools are 
MCIAC Accredited to Gold Standard as well as 
being the only rider training company accredited 
to Investors in People. He is also is an advisor 
to the DfT and other industry bodies and works 
closely with the behavioural change team at 
Transport for London.

Dr Neale Kinnear
Principal Psychologist, Transport Research 
Laboratory 

Dr Neale Kinnear is a principal psychologist 
interested in the study of human behaviour 
and transport at the UK’s Transport Research 
Laboratory. He has led and contributed to 
numerous studies evaluating driver training and 
education, driver testing and licensing, and 
studies to understand the needs of novice drivers. 
He is currently involved in a large-scale evaluation 
of interventions to improve the safety of novice 
drivers in Great Britain. Neale is also a member of 
the US Transportation Research Board’s Young 
Driver Subcommittee and sits on the Advisory 
Council of the Road Safety Education Group, 
Australia and New Zealand.

James Evans
Founder and Managing Director, FirstCar

Having launched FirstCar as a teenage project in 
his sixth-form common room, James has guided 
it into the award-winning publishing company we 
know today. James’ passion for innovation and 
creativity in road safety has recently seen him 
working with road safety teams after identifying 
technology that could revolutionise the way road 
safety professionals communicate with their 
audiences. 

Adrian Coucher
Head of Training and Development, Ellisons 
School of Motoring

Adrian has been an ADI for 17 years, teaching 
learners for 10 of those years. For the past 7 
years, he has been mainly training within the 
fleet market, but still teaching learners. Recently, 
taken on as Head of Training and Development 
at Ellisons School of Motoring in Taunton, he 
is pushing the standard of the ADI’s by regular 
training of the ADI’s and getting them all through 
the Diamond Advanced driving test.

MORE TO BE ANNOUNCED SOON...
VISIT WWW.DRIVING.ORG/CONFERENCE | CALL 020 8686 8010

OUR CURRENT GUESTS AND SPEAKERS

One conference 
ticket gives you 

access to all 
this learning 
and updating
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TECHNOLOGY IN DRIVER 
TRAINING
An in-depth look at how technology is shaping 
driving and driver training:

 ■ Autonomous Vehicles
 ■ The Connected Network – how cars are 

plugging into road systems
 ■ Using Virtual Reality in Road Safety 

Education
 ■ The A-Z of Car Technology – do you really 

know what everything on your current vehicle, 
or the new technology on modern cars, 
actually does?

DVSA Q&A
Hear updates on driver training and testing and 
trainer regulation straight from the horse’s mouth 
as we’re joined by DVSA CEO Gareth Llewellyn 
and Chief Examiner Mark Winn, amongst other key 
decision makers.
Field your questions and challenges from 
the floor.

DRIVER AND RIDER TRAINING 
AWARDS
If you would like to nominate someone, or put 
yourself forward to be considered for an award, 
please head to driving.org/conference and click 
the ‘Training Awards’ button to cast your vote.
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MERCURE BRANDS HATCH 
HOTEL & SPA

Set in the beautiful Kent countryside, Mercure Brands Hatch Hotel & Spa is a 
modern hotel situated in beautifully landscaped grounds, just a stone’s throw away 
from Brands Hatch motor racing circuit. We’ve secured special bed and breakfast 
rates with Mercure Hotel for delegates who wish to stay the night before, with the 
option of pre-booking dinner at the hotel that evening.

Brands Hatch Road, West Kingsdown, Dartford, DA3 8PE

FREE ONSITE PARKING

1

2

3

Pupil Progress Award

Training Hero Award

Training School of the Year

Local Association of the Year

Driver Education Campaign of the Year

Trainers Choice Award – Training Car Insurance

Trainers Choice Award – Learner and Young 
Driver Insurance

Trainers Choice Award – Product of the Year

Trainers Choice Award – Car of the Year

Industry Achievement Award

23 NOVEMBER 2018 | 9AM - 4PM
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Every effort will be made to accommodate you in your first choice of workshops but it 
may be you are offered an alternative if individual workshops are oversubscribed. 

Don’t forget, you will have the opportunity to study all these topics via the 4 
free online courses you will be sent after the conference.

Important

CPD Workshops

SAFEGUARDING IN 
EDUCATION AND 
TRAINING

Whether you deliver driver training in 
a traditional one on one in-car training 
environment, or in the classroom, you 
will perhaps experience safeguarding 
issues or challenges from time to 
time, be that the threat of harm or 
abuse to your pupils or yourself as a 
trainer. Knowing how to spot, report 
and stop abuse is an important role 
and responsibility for driver educators. 
This workshop will introduce the topic 
of safeguarding in driver education, 
equipping you with the baseline 
knowledge of how to deal with 
safeguarding issues you may encounter 
in your work.

SUITABLE FOR
PDIs
New ADIs
Experienced ADIs
Rider Trainers
Anyone delivering driver and wider road 
safety education

DRIVERS WITH 
DIVERSE NEEDS

Across your training career  - whether 
you’re strictly Fleet or all about the 
Learners - you will encounter pupils with 
a broad spectrum of visible and hidden 
disabilities and medical conditions. This 
session will look at how certain physical 
and cognitive issues can impact driving 
and learning. A useful workshop for any 
driver or rider trainer.

SUITABLE FOR
PDIs
New ADIs
Experienced ADIs
Rider Trainers
Anyone delivering driver and wider road 
safety education

TRAINING ON HIGH 
SPEED ROADS

Now that our pupils can train on 
motorways, are you as a trainer fully 
up to speed on training in a high 
speed environment? This session will 
highlight the key areas of driver risk 
on high speed roads and offer some 
useful advice on training approaches 
– including assessing pupil readiness 
for high sped road training and outline 
lesson plans.

SUITABLE FOR
PDIs
New ADIs
Experienced ADIs
Rider Trainers
Anyone delivering driver and wider road 
safety education

NATIONAL STANDARDS 
AND YOUR STANDARDS 
CHECK (DRIVER TRAINERS)

NATIONAL STANDARDS 
AND YOUR STANDARDS 
CHECK (RIDER TRAINERS)

ASSESSING MEDICAL 
FITNESS TO DRIVE

SUITABLE FOR

With guest speakers from DVSA

With guest speakers from DVLA

With guest speakers from DVSA

The National Standard for Driver and 
Rider Trainers is the blueprint for how 
and what you deliver as driver trainers. 
Knowing the Standard inside out, and 
other National Standards applicable 
to your role, is the key to being able to 
achieve those standards in the every 
day – and in your Standards Check. 
This session will refresh your knowledge 
of the national standards relevant to 
ADIs and deliver some great advice on 
how to achieve A grade performance.

The introduction of a Standards Check 
for Rider Trainers in 2018 means more 
of a focus on how what you deliver 
meets a specific set of criteria. Knowing 
the National Standard for Driver and 
Rider Trainers inside out (and other 
National Standards for applicable 
to your role) is the key to being able 
to achieve those standards in the 
every day – and in your Standards 
Check. This session will enhance your 
knowledge of the national standards 
relevant to rider training and deliver 
some great advice on how to achieve A 
grade performance.

ADIs can act as important gatekeepers 
in the determination the fitness of 
individuals to drive. Knowing which 
medical conditions, medications, 
physical or cognitive issues present 
risk to drivers is an essential area of 
professional knowledge for driver and 
rider trainers. In this session Dr Nick 
Jenkins from DVLA will walk us through 
medical fitness requirements for driving.

PDIs
New ADIs
Experienced ADIs
Fleet and Learner trainers

SUITABLE FOR
PDIs
New ADIs
Experienced ADIs
Fleet and Learner Trainers
Rider Trainers
Anyone involved in wider road safety 
and driver education

SUITABLE FOR
Experienced trainers – Fleet and Learner

What makes this year’s conference different is that not only will you have access to 2 valuable CPD sessions on the day (in core 
topics for trainer development), you’ll also be able to exclusively access 4 additional online CPD courses, which you can study at 
your leisure after the conference.

SESSION ONE | Choose ONE of the following topics for your fi rst afternoon CPD session

SESSION TWO | Choose ONE of the following topics for your second afternoon CPD session 
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  Bring Your Own Car 
Bring your own car or benefit from our 
exclusive Renault Clio leasing deal.

  Our Premium Hourly Rate  
Earns You More 
 Learner demand means RED instructors 
enjoy the best hourly rates. Your learners 
can use our Road Brain Trainer for free, 
helping them be safer drivers.

  Maximised Earnings with 
Unlimited Quality Learner Supply 
New RED instructors average 17+ new 
pupils in their first 4 weeks, supplied by 
RED’s fast-start marketing programme.

  Outstanding Business Support 
 Our Instructor Support Team are always 
on hand to help improve your business.

  Reliable, Consistent Income 
with Quality Prepaid Pupils 
Over 80% of our customers pre-pay -  
we collect their fees so you get paid  
on time, every time.

  Achieve Your Full Potential 
 RED instructors can train to become 
Accredited Trainers and move on to join 
our first-class Instructor Training Team.

  Customers love RED 
Read our latest independent reviews  
at www.reviewcentre.com

Enjoy the 
best rates 
with RED
Sign up for a RED Brand Franchise and benefit from an 
unbeatable package to help you drive your business forward:

Driving you Forward

For full details and to find out more:
Call us now on 0330 332 2689
Email franchisee.recruitment@go-red.co.uk
or visit reddrivingschool.com/franchise

best rates 

Earn between £30.50 & £38.50 p/h  

as an automatic instru
ctor
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driving
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JAGUAR
E-PACE

The E-Pace, Jaguar’s second 
SUV, has its work cut out at the 
ultra-competitive smaller end of 
the market

Gearbox

Engine size

How many doors 
does the car 
have?

Training category 
– L is for learners, 
F suitable for fleet

Insurance group – 
rated from 1-50

VED band

Fuel consumption 
– miles per gallon

List price

Our pick of model 
– usually includes 
a/c and Bluetooth

Euro NCAP crash 
safety rating

CO2 emissions 
– useful on a 
company scheme

What spare 
wheel comes as 
standard?

Look out throughout Show Me, Tell Me for helpful 
little boxes containing useful information

Our traffic light 
verdicts help guide 
your choice

Have a think

Recommended

Steer clear

50 MONTH
IN NEWS

Death by dangerous cycling, and a survey on potholes 
conducted by road safety charity IAM RoadSmart are 
just a couple of headlines in this month’s news.

53 DIAMOND
COMMENT

Karen Bransgrove discusses diesel v petrol as driver 
trainers looking to buy a new car.

Stats key

Verdict

In association with: 

Driving Instructor 49

58Hentur, aliquo evenda 
de verspelent.

Lor alique dolupta velesto 
eaquam haribus idi volor sunt 
facestis am, officab in ped

56

CAR RUNNING
COSTS

Tips and advice on how to save 
money on car insurance, fuel and 
servicing

  Bring Your Own Car 
Bring your own car or benefit from our 
exclusive Renault Clio leasing deal.

  Our Premium Hourly Rate  
Earns You More 
 Learner demand means RED instructors 
enjoy the best hourly rates. Your learners 
can use our Road Brain Trainer for free, 
helping them be safer drivers.

  Maximised Earnings with 
Unlimited Quality Learner Supply 
New RED instructors average 17+ new 
pupils in their first 4 weeks, supplied by 
RED’s fast-start marketing programme.

  Outstanding Business Support 
 Our Instructor Support Team are always 
on hand to help improve your business.

  Reliable, Consistent Income 
with Quality Prepaid Pupils 
Over 80% of our customers pre-pay -  
we collect their fees so you get paid  
on time, every time.

  Achieve Your Full Potential 
 RED instructors can train to become 
Accredited Trainers and move on to join 
our first-class Instructor Training Team.

  Customers love RED 
Read our latest independent reviews  
at www.reviewcentre.com

Enjoy the 
best rates 
with RED
Sign up for a RED Brand Franchise and benefit from an 
unbeatable package to help you drive your business forward:

Driving you Forward

For full details and to find out more:
Call us now on 0330 332 2689
Email franchisee.recruitment@go-red.co.uk
or visit reddrivingschool.com/franchise

Earn between £30.50 & £38.50 p/h  

as an automatic instru
ctor

54 WHAT IS AN
HPI CHECK?

Auto Express explain that a HPI check is 
recommended when you’re paying big money to buy 
a used car.
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AUDI TT S
2018

The Audi TT S is fast, refi ned and 
beautifully built, but can it match 
the Porsche 718 Cayman or 
BMW M240l?
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DESIGNATED DRIVER? GEM URGES 
TO AVOID ALCOHOL ENTIRELY

Engineers at Jaguar Land Rover are working with a team of 
cognitive psychologists to better understand the affect of 
vehicle behaviour on human confidence in new technology. 
They have fitted large ‘virtual eyes’ to intelligent pods to 
interact with other road users to try to understand how 
humans will trust self-driving vehicles. This comes after 
previous research studies suggest that as many as 63% 
of pedestrians and cyclists worry about how safe it will be 
to cross the road in the future. The trust trials form part of 
Jaguar Land Rover’s government-supported UK Autodrive 
project, exploring how future connected and autonomous 
vehicles can replicate human behaviour and reactions 
when driving. 

JAGUAR LAND ROVER’S 
GOOGLY EYES LOOK AT TRUST 
IN SELF-DRIVING CARS

A survey conducted by road safety charity IAM 
RoadSmart has found that its members are 
increasingly disillusioned with the state of the 
roads in the UK – and feel the Government is not 
doing nearly enough to tackle the problem.
The survey of more than 7,000 IAM RoadSmart 
members found that the majority think that our 
roads have become much worse in recent years, 
some saying there are more potholes than ever 
before, and others reporting that they have to 
swerve to avoid potholes on every journey. Nearly 
half of respondents have experienced damage, 
either to their vehicle or to themselves, as a result 
of potholes.

POTHOLE MANIA

Recent figures released show a 7% increase in drink-drive road 
casualties. Road safety organisation, GEM Motoring Assist, 
reiterates that this underlines the importance for all drivers and 
riders to take personal responsibility for their own, and others, safety 
by completely avoiding alcohol before a journey. 
The current UK alcohol limit is 80mg of alcohol for every 100ml 
of blood. Studies show just half that amount doubles the risk of 
a fatal collision, compared to driving having consumed no alcohol. 
Advice from safety organisations has been clear and consistent for 
decades; alcohol impairment begins with the first sip, and even the 
smallest amount of alcohol can affect your ability to drive safely.

MONTH
IN NEWS
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GEM Motoring Assist calls for a thorough and comprehensive review 
of road traffic offences to ensure consistency in dealing with all road 
users who flout the rules. In early August the Government proposed 
a death by dangerous cycling law, after 44-year-old mother-of-two 
Kim Briggs was knocked over and killed by a bicycle courier back 
in 2016. More recently, 56-year-old Cihan Sakine was left critically 
injured with ‘life-threatening injuries’ after bring knocked down by a 
cyclist in Stoke Newington in a hit-and-run crash. GEM road safety 
officer Neil Worth said “We want to encourage more people to 
discover the health benefits and enjoyment of cycling, but we want 
all road users to feel equal under the law… we must ensure there is 
a joined-up and consistent way of dealing with road users who flout 
the rules, whether through ignorance, carelessness or deliberately 
high-risk behaviour.”

DEATH BY DANGEROUS CYCLING

Tyres are an essential factor in road safety. Driving with defective tyres affects stopping 
distances and vehicle control. However, investigations by charity TyreSafe, in partnership 
with Trading Standards, over the past 5 years have revealed 139 out of the 152 part-worn 
tyre outlets visited were selling illegal and unsafe tyres to unsuspecting motorists. The 
investigations have highlighted that part-worn retailers are either ignoring their responsibilities 
when selling tyres or do not have the required skill to correctly serve motorists. During test 
purchases, they identified dealers who had fitted the wrong size tyres, tyres with water in 
them, and some examples with nails and other objects embedded in them. Stuart Jackson, 
Chairman of TyreSafe, said “it must be acknowledged that the retail of dangerous and 
defective tyres by part-worn dealers is unacceptably commonplace nationwide…motorists 
have a 90% chance of visiting an outlet selling illegal tyres”. 

SHOCK AT PART-WORN 
TYRE OUTLET SCANDAL

Road safety charity, Brake, has published a new guidance report 
‘Using technology to improve fleet safety’, aimed at health and safety, 
and fleet professionals. Brake collaborated with MiX Telematics to 
provide essential information about developments in vehicle technology 
for organisations that employ ‘at-work’ drivers, to ensure they can 
assist them to reduce their road risk. The report details the benefits 
of technology such as Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS), 
driver behaviour systems and telematics. It also gives an update on 
automated and connected vehicle developments, as well as providing 
an overview of crash protection, blind spot protection, anti-driver 
impairment and distraction systems. The report is available for free by 
BrakePro members or purchased via the Brake online shop. 

BRAKE’S GUIDANCE REPORT FOR 
VEHICLE TECHNOLOGY
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Dual Controls
Fit the Best

He-Man are experts in the design, manufacture and installation of dual controls with 

over 80 years manufacturing experience. The dual controls are “tailor-made” for each 

make and model of car, ensuring the ideal fit and optimum performance. He-Man Dual 

Controls promise quality, safety and value to driving instructors everywhere.

•  Comprehensive range available from stock

•  Utilises as many existing fixing points as possible

•  ISO9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS18001 accredited

•  Over 250,000 units sold worldwide

•  As supplied to the police and other emergency services for training purposes

•  Experienced network of installers across the UK

In-Car Teaching Camera
This He-Man approved in-car teaching camera with wide angle lens is an ideal teaching aid, 

allowing immediate video playback of elements of a driving lesson on a smartphone or tablet.

Android and IOS compatible via a free app.

GPS Display Speedometer
This plug and play speedometer is the ideal solution for a driving instructor. No need to check 

the car’s speedometer when it’s at a difficult angle or obscured by the pupil’s arm - the speed 

is projected onto the passenger side of the windscreen and can be closely aligned to the speed 

shown on the car’s own speedometer.

Contact He-Man on 023 8022 6952
www.he-mandualcontrols.co.uk
He-Man Dual Controls Ltd, Cable Street, Southampton, Hampshire, SO14 5AR

Tailor made to suit most 
popular cars used for driving tuition 
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Email karenbransgrove@driving.org
Telephone 020 8253 0120
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I am sure many a driving instructor has felt short 
changed by their new hybrid’s inability to match economy 
and performance compared with their previous trusty 
diesel option.

I recently read an article by Venson Automotive 
Solutions, a fleet management specialist company, who 
released findings of its 2018 Electric Vehicle Attitudes 
survey of 200 drivers.

The results make depressing reading for anyone 
involved in the Government’s Road to Zero strategy, 
which set an ambition to see at least half of all new cars 
having ultra-low emissions by 2030.

Only 15% of respondents said they would definitely 
make the switch to an AFV, compared with 85% just 12 
moths ago. Furthermore, nearly half said they would not 
consider making the switch for at least another 10-15 
years. Charging and range remain the biggest deterrents 
for most people, although the levels of both these 
concerns were down year on year, at 61% and 45% of 
respondents.

It is clear more needs to be done to make information 
relating to the ownership costs of an electric vehicle 
more readily available. Fleet managers, car retailers, 
manufacturers and insurers all have a part to play a part in 
achieving this.  

For many of us the message is clear, car drivers 
understand the electric vehicle alternative, but most do 
not believe it is right for them. Driver trainers planning 
their next car now face the unenviable task of selecting 
a vehicle that is appropriate for the job, the most cost 
effective from a BIK (Tax) perspective, suitable for the job 
and friendly to the environment. If you are a high mileage 
driver the choice is easier, but they know they will be 
penalised for doing so.

HE DEBATE ON diesel v petrol is 
hitting hard, with diesel car registrations 
plummeting by 30% in the first half of 
2018. Decision makers, including driver 
trainers, looking to buy a new car or 
take out a lease contract, are no doubt 
addressing the dilemma of weather to 

stick with diesel or look at the alternatives. What car to 
buy or lease is always such a difficult decision for driver 
trainers, rightly so, as we are often in our cars so much of 
the working day and more often than not travelling large 
distances to get from A to B or lesson to lesson. 

After years of successive governments encouraging 
usage of diesel cars, it has been a confusing time for 
everyone. Ill-informed headlines confused the high NOx 
levels of older diesels with the latest ultra-clean Euro 
6 compliant units, resulting in the market collapsing. A 
direct consequence was last year’s rise in CO   levels for 
the first time since 2000. Those who are anti-diesel or 
have been persuaded to buy or lease an alternative are 
perhaps treading a path that is not always best suited for 
high mileage users.

Having once accounted for around half of all new 
registrations, diesel is currently tracking at a 33% market 
share, down from 44% just 12 months ago, according 
to half-year SMMT (The Society of Motor Manufacturers 
and Traders) figures. Meanwhile petrol is up 11% 
accounting for 62% of all new cars in the UK.

So for all those driver trainers out there should we be 
considering the hybrid and electric alternatives? Figures 
are up by 24.2% but from a very low base and so far this 
year just 72,837 alternative fuel vehicles (AFVs) have 
registered, compared with 812,535 petrol options and 
428,612 diesels. AFVs therefore still have a long way 
to go to close the gap and provide viable alternatives, 
especially for likes of driver trainers and fleets.

Hybrids can be very cost-effective around town where 
electricity is the default source of power, which is no 
doubt why Uber and taxi drivers love them. Those savings 
are however promptly lost when motorway and long 
distance driving plays a large part of a driver’s day. 

T
Karen is an experienced 
driving instructor and is 
available to help with the 
training – and Diamond-
related – queries of DIA 
members. Karen heads 
up our post-test training 
division, exploring 
how we can help both 
occupational drivers 
and general motorists 
develop their driving

ABOUT THE 
WRITER

KAREN BRANSGROVE 
DIESEL V PETROL?

Tweet your thoughts 
@diamondadvanced 
#diamond

Email karenbransgrove@driving.org
Telephone 020 8253 0120

Contact Karen on

COMMENT
DIAMOND

Dual Controls
Fit the Best

He-Man are experts in the design, manufacture and installation of dual controls with 

over 80 years manufacturing experience. The dual controls are “tailor-made” for each 

make and model of car, ensuring the ideal fit and optimum performance. He-Man Dual 

Controls promise quality, safety and value to driving instructors everywhere.

•  Comprehensive range available from stock

•  Utilises as many existing fixing points as possible

•  ISO9001, ISO14001 and OHSAS18001 accredited

•  Over 250,000 units sold worldwide

•  As supplied to the police and other emergency services for training purposes

•  Experienced network of installers across the UK

In-Car Teaching Camera
This He-Man approved in-car teaching camera with wide angle lens is an ideal teaching aid, 

allowing immediate video playback of elements of a driving lesson on a smartphone or tablet.

Android and IOS compatible via a free app.

GPS Display Speedometer
This plug and play speedometer is the ideal solution for a driving instructor. No need to check 

the car’s speedometer when it’s at a difficult angle or obscured by the pupil’s arm - the speed 

is projected onto the passenger side of the windscreen and can be closely aligned to the speed 

shown on the car’s own speedometer.

Contact He-Man on 023 8022 6952
www.he-mandualcontrols.co.uk
He-Man Dual Controls Ltd, Cable Street, Southampton, Hampshire, SO14 5AR

Tailor made to suit most 
popular cars used for driving tuition 
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F YOU’RE BUYING a used 
car, then it’s likely that you 
will have heard of an HPI 
vehicle history check. This is a 
valuable service for used car 
buyers who want to find out 

more about a car that’s for sale, before they go 
any further with its purchase.

An HPI Check is known as such because the 
company HPI was one of the first to provide 
vehicle checks for car buyers. These checks are 
designed to provide information about a car and 
whether it has outstanding finance against it, if 
the car has been declared an insurance write-off, 
checks that it has a valid mileage and more.

This service has been around for a number of 
years - the company HPI was founded in 1938 - 
while HPI’s information was made available to the 
public in 1993, and the online HPI Check service 
arrived in 2001. Today, the HPI Check is the 
industry standard for vehicle history checks, with 
over 80 points of information gathered, although 
other companies such as the AA, RAC and Auto 
Trader also provide vehicle information checks.

But what’s the point of a vehicle check? Well, 
this service - which costs around £20 when 
done via HPI Check - is money well spent if 
it turns out that a car has outstanding finance 
on it. If you do buy a car that still has finance 
outstanding on it, not only is it illegal for the 
vendor to sell the car, but the finance company 
(which technically owns the car while the finance 
is being repaid) can repossess the vehicle, 
irrespective of the fact you’ve bought it. That 
means you’ll be out of pocket and without a 
car, and there’s not a lot you can do about it. If 
you’re paying £10k for a used car, then an extra 
£20 just to double check a car’s status is worth 
paying for that peace of mind.

I

What is an 
HPI check
AUTO EXPRESS EXPLAINS WHY A HPI CHECK IS 
RECOMMENDED WHEN YOU’RE PAYING BIG MONEY 
TO BUY A USED CAR. BUT WHAT EXACTLY IS IT?

?
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THE HPI CHECK: 
WHAT’S INCLUDED?
The company HPI has been in the business 
of vehicle checks since 1938 – half a century 
or so before the dawn of computerised 
databases. It was introduced to counter the 
scam of cars being refinanced and sold on by 
unscrupulous owners, which left unsuspecting 
purchasers out of pocket and holding the keys 
to a car that actually still belonged to a finance 
company.

HPI added stolen car information from the 
police to its search just after World War II, 
and extended its reach further in the 1980s 
by adding crash history data supplied by 
insurance companies.

These days, with so much information stored 
online, HPI claims that its check accesses 80 
different data points to help make sure a car 
comes with no hidden surprises. When you 
pay for a vehicle history report, it will provide 
information in the following areas:

HPI vehicle history check 
checklist:

• Outstanding finance and/or 
logbook loans – have all the debts 
against the car, or debts in which the 
car was used as security, been paid 
off? If not, it still belongs to a finance 
company.

• Write-offs – has the car previously 
been classed as an A, B, C, D write-
off, or the newer S or N write-off 
categories by an insurer?

• Theft – has the car been recorded 
as stolen on the Police National 
Computer?

• Mileage – HPI’s own mileage register 
holds 200+ million speedometer 
readings.

• Previous owners – HPI can tell you 
how many previous owners a car’s had, 
courtesy of the DVLA database.

• Number plate changes – again 
harvested from the DVLA records.

• VIN/Chassis numbers – allows you 
to check recorded engine and chassis 
numbers against those on the car itself.

• Scrapped vehicles – as with Cat A 
and B insurance write-offs, you don’t 
want a car that shouldn’t even be on 
the road.

• Imported/exported vehicles – cars 
built for foreign markets can be harder 
to insure or repair, while cars registered 
as exported shouldn’t be for sale here 
at all.

• MoT status – is that MoT certificate 
you’ve been shown genuine?

• Road tax/Fuel costs – useful for 
cars that use the older emissions-
based road tax system, plus you’ll get 
an estimated cost of fuel over 12,000 
miles.

WHAT DOESN’T THE HPI CHECK 
TELL YOU?

While the check will confirm how 
many previous owners a car has, 
it won’t tell you who those owners 
were – so in that sense it won’t help 
you research extra details of the car’s 
history, for example revealing if a car 
has previously been owned by a car 
hire company.

The HPI Check doesn’t provide 
details of any previous accidents or 
its service history either. So unless 
you are buying a car that has been 
given a Category A, B, C, D, S or N 
write-off classification by an insurer, 
you’ll need to rely on a seller – or your 
visual inspection – to tell you that.

OUR ADVICE ON CAR HISTORY 
CHECKS

With all this information at your 
fingertips, and because it’s provided 
at a relatively low price, it really is a 
false economy not to pay for a car 
history check – especially if you’re 
handing over a significant amount 
of cash for your new purchase. Of 
course, if you are buying privately 
from somebody with a car you already 
know well, then an HPI Check isn’t 
quite as critical. And if you’re buying 
from a used car dealer, you can 
reasonably demand they provide a 
free HPI Check for you - and besides, 
some companies use the HPI Check 
facility to encourage buyers through 
the door.

Let Experian AutoCheck help you 
make the right decision when buying 
a used vehicle

Experian Autocheck now available to DIA 
members.

The DIA have partnered with Experian 
to offer the AutoCheck product to DIA 
members at a 50% discount.

Do you know that 27% of the vehicles 
Experian have checked had an outstanding 
finance agreement recorded and over 2.4 
million were recorded as an insurance 
write off.*
 
This DIA member benefit allows up to 
5 vehicles to be checked for just £9.97 
(normally £19.95) or one vehicle for £7.47 
(normally £14.95).

Visit www.driving.org/
experian

DIA MEMBER 
BENEFIT
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WNING A CAR can be 
a costly affair, and it’s not 
getting any cheaper. As well 
as the initial purchase cost, 
there are all the associated 
outgoings that need to be 

considered. The obvious one is fuel, but you’ll 
also need to pay for insurance and road tax to 
meet legal requirements for being on the road. 
And then there are costs such as servicing, 
MoTs and any extras such as breakdown or 
extended warranty cover - it can all tot up. 
But there are ways to save money, and Auto 
Express has the lowdown on how you can save 
cash when it comes to insurance, fuel and 
servicing.

With petrol pump prices rising gradually 
over recent months, it’s easy for them to go 
unnoticed. But when the average cost breaks 
a barrier such as 120 pence per litre, as it did 
recently, it can set of an alarm about how much 
you’re shelling out for fuel and other costs 
associated with running a car.

If you’ve bought a car from new, then the 
price you pay will be the headline grabber. 
However, there’s also the cost of insurance 
to bear in mind. After 12 months, there will be 
a first service to factor in (if you didn’t buy a 

O
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driving

how to save on 
insurance, fuel 
and servicing

AUTO EXPRESS TIPS AND ADVICE ON HOW 
TO SAVE MONEY ON CAR INSURANCE, FUEL 
AND SERVICING

Car running 
costs:

service plan when you bought the car), road 
tax (the first year will have been covered in 
the car’s on-the-road cost), as well as an 
insurance renewal.

It’s the same for the car’s second birthday, 
while after three years, you’re going to have to 
factor in an MoT, and possibly consider either 
extending the car’s warranty and breakdown 
cover (if they both last for that long), or 
possibly take out an aftermarket warranty. And 
because all these costs are tied in with the 
anniversary of the car first being registered and 
sold, it’s likely you’ll see a spike in motoring 
costs every 12 months.

But there’s plenty that you can do to help 
keep these costs as low as possible. With so 
many online tools available to help you cut the 
cost of motoring, there really is no excuse for 
you to simply grin and bear excessive motoring 
costs. Figures from 2016 put the annual cost 
of running a new £18,000 car at a whopping 
£2,600 per year – based on a petrol model 
driving 10,000 miles at 45mpg – but with 
recent rises in fuel costs, as well as the highest 
average car insurance costs seen in the UK for 
many years, this estimate will be a conservative 
one.
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ANNUAL CAR COSTS:

Road Tax

Insurance

Breakdown Cover

Average cost

£180

£374

£50

Auto Express Savings

£144

£30

CAR COSTS PER 10,000 MILES:

Fuel

Tyres

Servicing and Repairs

Parking and Tolls

Average cost

£1,126

£194

£435

£200

Auto Express Savings

£180

£127

HOW MUCH CAN YOU SAVE?
We’ve estimated these running costs based on a new car worth £18,000 and with a driver covering 10,000 miles a year. While the costs are based 
on those that drivers were paying in 2016, out tips should still help to cut around £500 off the average motoring bill; if you’re a younger driver eligible 
for ‘black box’ insurance that adds a telematics box that monitors your driving, you could save even more. The great thing about our tips is that you 
don’t have to put in much effort to reduce your motoring outgoings; all it takes is a bit of preparation.

TOTAL AVERAGE CAR COSTS: £2,559
TOTAL AUTO EXPRESS COSTS: £2,078

HOW MUCH WE SAVED: £481
*Costs based on average prices from 2016.
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EAR ENOUGH 20 years ago 
to the day, Audi launched the 
original TT at the Frankfurt Mo-
tor Show. The fi rm refers to it 
as an emblem of 20th century 

automotive design; it was an icon of its time, 
and still turns heads today.

Over the past two decades Audi has built 
more than 600,000 TTs. It still has a huge 
following in the UK and around the world – 

Driving Instructor58

AUDI TT S 2018  THE AUDI TT S IS FAST, REFINED AND BEAUTIFULLY BUILT, 
BUT CAN IT MATCH THE PORSCHE 718 CAYMAN OR BMW M240I?

Fast and furious

driving

N

1.3 LT VCDi A 6 5 99 L£12,585 74.3Aveo

Alfa Romeo Chic Italian an acquired taste – reliability woes a thing of the past (hopefully)alfaromeo.co.uk

Audi Premium comes at a premium, but A1 is a classy little effortaudi.co.uk

BMW BMW a strong brand, but 1 Series packaging makes it a tough sellbmw.co.uk

Chevrolet Budget brand reminds you that you get what you pay forchevrolet.co.uk

TwinAir Sprint A 9 3 98 L£14,150 67.3Mito

1.2 TFSI SE C 9 5 118 L£14,410 55.4A1

1.4 TFSI SE D 16 5 123 F£19,825 53.3A3

116d ED A 15 5 99 F£21,095 74.31 Series

so four years after the third-generation car 
hit showrooms, Audi has given it a mid-life 
refresh.

The changes are predictably light. Save 
some new Matrix LED headlights, tweaked 
bumpers and OLED rear lamps on top-spec 
cars, the new TT is visually identical to the old 
one. Unless you opt for one of the three new 
colours, that is.

Inside, the updates are even harder to 

spot. There are new inlay options and a set 
of Super Sports seats on S line cars, but 
that’s about it. A new ‘TT 20 Years’ special 
edition has been launched, however, which 
adds Moccasin Brown leather trim. UK prices 
and specs will be announced when the range 
goes on sale in the autumn.

Elsewhere, the rapid decline of diesel in the 
coupe segment means there’s no longer the 
option of a TT TDI. The range now comprises 
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a pair of TFSI petrols and the fl agship (for 
now) TT S quattro. A fi ve-cylinder 400bhp+ 
TT RS will arrive next year.

Our fi rst drive opportunity came courtesy 
of the TT S – although with ‘just’ 302bhp, it’s 
not as potent as it was before. This is due to 
a new emissions-limiting petrol particulate 
fi lter. Torque is up 20Nm (now 400Nm), 
however, which helps cut the car’s 0-62mph 
by one tenth of a second.

But the way the TT S delivers its shove is 
quite typical of a fast Audi. While it’s undeni-
ably quick, it never feels that urgent. Power 
is sent to the tarmac via the fi rm’s venerable 
quattro all-wheel drive system – delivering 
extraordinary grip on all surfaces and in all 
conditions.

It can’t match the outgoing TT RS for aural 
excitement, and it lacks the drama of a BMW 
M240i. A Porsche 718 Cayman is more 
rewarding, too, but despite the dip in power, 
the TT’s four-cylinder turbocharged engine 
and dual-clutch auto box are as effective 
as ever; this German coupe is an incredibly 
easy car to drive quickly.

While there isn’t much feel through the 
light steering, turn-in is sharp. It’s an amaz-
ingly agile car, in fact, and felt more than at 
home over the complex elevation, tight hair-
pins and sweeping bends of the Isle of Man 
TT course. This is helped by the exemplary 
body control, but the ride is fi rm – especially 
on our car’s 20-inch wheels.

Of course, alongside all this composure, 
you still get a carefully crafted and beauti-
fully trimmed cabin. While the Virtual Cockpit 
set-up may not be to all tastes, it’s intuitive 
enough to use from the driver’s seat. Just 
don’t ask your passenger to change the radio 
station or sat-nav destination.

Those digital dials are now available with a 
new Sport display option. It’s standard on the 
TT S but an optional extra on TFSI cars – al-
lowing the driver to prioritise core information 
such as power, torque and G-force. The cen-
tralised rev counter set-up is usually reserved 
for RS models, but works well here, too.

Anyone concerned with practical-
ity shouldn’t immediately write off the TT, 
though. Adults will be understandably un-
comfortable in the back, but there’s a decent 
boot with a tall hatchback opening. There are 
a couple of cubbies in the cabin and small 
door bins, too.
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Engine, performance and drive 

Interior, design and technology

Practicality, comfort and boot space

Reliability and safety

Six-speed manual, front-
wheel drive

Two

£28,855

G-K

1.8- or 2.0-litre TFSI petrol

34.4-60.1mpg

Fast and furious

Score

Stats

1.0i VTR+ A 4 5 99 L£9,795 65.7C1

Citroen New DS-branded cars are really worth a lookcitroen.co.uk

Fiat Style over substance masks occasional genuine highlightfiat.co.uk

DStyle e-HDi A 15 3 98 L£15,280 76.3DS3

Easy 0.9 TwinAir A 8 5 99 L£10,750 67.3Panda

1.2 S C 6 3 113 L£11,360 58.9500

Dacia Unashamedly budget branddacia.co.uk

Laureate 1.5 dCi D 11 5 130 L£12,995 56.5Duster

Laureate 1.2 16v E 11 5 137 L£7,995 47.9Sandero
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F YOU’VE LUSTED after 
Jaguar’s F-Pace but wanted its 
essence bottled-up in a smaller 
package, then the Jaguar E-
Pace isn’t quite that car. It’s still 

a competent member of the small premium 
SUV market, being decent enough to drive, 
smart enough to look at, and available in a 
dizzying number of confi gurations – 54 by our 
latest count – but it ultimately fails to stand 
out. Have a good long sit in one before you 
take the plunge, as the interior isn’t the most 
exciting place to be.

The new car market is fl ooded with 
premium SUVs at the moment, though few 
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JAGUAR E-PACE  THE E-PACE, JAGUAR’S SECOND SUV, HAS ITS WORK 
CUT OUT AT THE ULTRA-COMPETITIVE SMALLER END OF THE MARKET

Jaguars smallest SUV

driving

I
carmakers are quite as determined to cash in 
on the crossover craze than Jaguar. Having 
never had an SUV in its line-up until 2015, 
the British marque has produced three in as 
many years.

The E-Pace will almost certainly prove 
to be the most popular of Jag’s SUV trio. It 
sits beneath the larger F-Pace in the ultra-
competitive mid-size segment, shaping up 
as a rival for the likes of the Range Rover 
Evoque – a car the E-Pace shares much of 
its underpinnings with – plus the BMW X1 
and X2, Volvo XC40, Mercedes GLC, and 
Audi Q3, to name a few. 

Take a second glance at Jaguar’s smallest 

SUV and you’ll notice that it’s not a shrunken 
F-Pace. It is very much a proposition in its 
own right, rather than just a car produced 
through Russian Doll styling techniques. De-
signer Ian Callum looked to the F-Type sports 
car when penning the E-Pace’s lines, hence 
the shape of the grille and the headlights, 
plus the angular look to the taillights.

It’s a similar story inside. You’ll recognise 
the infotainment and some of the switchgear, 
but it’s integrated into a new dashboard 
package. The E-Pace is a smaller SUV and 
seats fi ve only.

With the E-Pace set to become one of Jag-
uar’s best selling models, the line-up is wide 

Honda Practical family cars, slightly staid image for driving instructors honda.co.uk

Hyundai Up-and-coming manufacturer offers some attractive modelshyundai.co.uk

1.2 S-T D 13 5 123 L£12,690 53.3Jazz

1.6 i-DTec SE A 15 5 94 F£19,575 78.5Civic

1.0 Blue A 9 5 99 L£9,345 67.3i10

Zetec 1.0 B 11 5 109 F£17,795 58.9Focus

Zetec 1.0 Eco A 11 5 99 L£14,345 65.7Fiesta

Ford People wonder why Fords are so popular. It’s because they’re (mostly) so goodford.co.uk

Easy 1.3 Multijet A 13 5 90 L£14,000 80.7Punto
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equipped the E-Pace with a lovely power 
steering system too, which is well weighted, 
responsive and delivers good feedback 
considering it’s an electric system. It is a little 
weighty around town though.

All-wheel-drive models are kitted with 
Jaguar’s Active Driveline system enabling 
torque vectoring on the rear axle, though 
the difference it makes isn’t game changing. 
You’ll feel a little tug at the rear as the inside 
rear wheel is braked, and the outside is fed 
more power, with up to 100 per cent of the 
rear axle’s torque available in just one corner 
of the car. It’ll sharpen your line but won’t put 
a huge smile on your face, and the extra grip 
quickly gives way to understeer.

All but the entry level, front-wheel-drive 
D150 car are available or equipped with 
adaptive dampers. With these, you’ll be able 
to confi gure the E-Pace into a relatively com-
fortable SUV, though the Volvo XC40 remains 
softer and better at soaking up bumps. 

ENGINES, 0-60 ACCELERATION

AND TOP SPEED

Kicking off what is an expansive E-Pace 

and versatile with several trim levels, plus a 
healthy spread of conventional petrol and 
diesel powertrains. Basic cars are front-wheel 
drive, and even fi tted with manual gearboxes. 
Elsewhere, automatic and all-wheel-drive 
models are available too.

The huge line-up consists of two base E-
Pace versions – the regular E-Pace and the 
sportier looking E-Pace R-Dynamic. Both are 
offered with four trim levels, starting with S, 
SE and fully stocked HSE cars bringing the 
total number of trim and equipment variants 
to eight. 

S and SE cars hit the sweet spot from a 
price versus equipment standpoint – the S 
versions adding enough in the way of extras 
to elevate them head and shoulders above 
the basic E-Pace models, while the SE adds 
an extra dollop of luxury and convenience on 
top. 

Opting for an R-Dynamic car doesn’t add 
extra equipment. Ticking this box means your 
E-Pace gets some sporty inspiration inside 
and out with a bodykit and unique interior 
schemes. It’s down to you whether you prefer 
the look and are willing to pay for it.

ENGINES, PERFORMANCE AND DRIVE

E-Pace boasts nice steering and is decently 
grippy, but engines are drab rather than excit-
ing and it feels a little heavy

Jaguar’s engineers have been hit with a de-
manding task for this car; how do you apply 
the Range Rover Evoque’s heavy D8 platform 
to an SUV which buyers will expect a degree 
of driver engagement from? 

Weighing in at 1,775kg at its very lightest, 
the E-Pace is actually heavier than its larger 
F-Pace sibling – the heaviest versions, all-
wheel-drive D240 cars, tip the scales at very 
nearly two tonnes.

Despite this, The E-Pace hits back against 
its kerb weight with decent driving dynamics. 
Push on and you’ll feel the car’s weight for 
sure, more so than in a BMW X1 or X2, as 
the E-Pace picks up a smidgen of bodyroll 
and a weighty nose prone to washing out 
into understeer. It’s safe rather than fun, but 
at eight tenths it feels composed and could 
even be described as agile. Jaguar has 
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Engine, performance and drive 

Interior, design and technology

Practicality, comfort and boot space

Reliability and safety

6-Speed Manual

Five

£28,545

G-K

2.0-litre petrol

34-60.1mpg

Jaguars smallest SUV

Score

Stats

1.1 CRDi Blue A 5 5 84 L£11,795 88.3i20

1.4 Active E 7 5 139 F£15,705 47.1i30

1.3 TS C 9 5 115 L£10,995 56.52

Mazda Reliable cars for the brand unconscious: highly underratedmazda.co.uk

1 1.6 CRDi A 12 5 97 F£16,295 76.3Ceed

2 1.0 A 5 5 99 L£9,845 67.3Picanto

1 1.1 CRDi A 3 5 85 L£11,895 88.3Rio

Kia Korean car maker might even be a little bit coolkia.co.uk

1.6D Tamura C 18 5 115 F£17,495 65.73

engine line-up is the D150 diesel. This two-
litre four-cylinder unit serves up 150bhp and 
380Nm of torque, and is available linked to 
a manual gearbox and front-wheel-drive or 
all-wheel-drive and a nine-speed automatic 
gearbox, depending on trim.

Despite being the smallest, least powerful 
option it doesn’t feel sluggish, and for many 
this might be all the performance you’ll need 
– a sub ten-second 0-62mph dash and a top 
speed of 124mph is respectable enough.

However, the real pick of the engine line-up 
is probably the more powerful D180 diesel. 
It’s the same four-cylinder unit, only with the 
wick turned up to 178bhp and 430Nm. It 
doesn’t wholly transform the level of perfor-
mance on offer, taking 8.7 seconds to 62mph 
and topping out at 127mph, but all-wheel-
drive and an automatic gearbox are standard 
fi t. It’s respectably refi ned and smooth but the 
gearbox could be a little better. It’s Jaguar’s 
implementation of a ZF transmission, and it 
can get caught out from time to time. You’ll 
need an R-Dynamic car for steering wheel 
paddle shifters.

The third diesel option is the D240, again 
using a 2.0-litre four-cylinder turbocharged 
engine. With this unit equipped, the E-Pace 
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the exact same 47.1mpg and 159g/km of 
CO2. The D240 can’t repeat the same trick 
however.

It dips to 40.9mpg, while tailpipe emissions 
soar to a heady 175g/km. Your fi rst year tax 
bill will be £830.

Despite all being four-cylinder options, the 
petrols are thirsty. The basic P200 chalks up 
offi cial fuel economy of 34.4mpg, while emis-
sions stand at 186g/km. The E-Pace P250 
claims the exact same fi gures.

Meanwhile the P300 dips further to 
33.2mpg, while a CO2 fi gure of 194g/km 
means you’ll face a hefty fi rst year tax bill. Of 
course, many of these higher-powered E-
Pace models stray over £40,000 too, mean-
ing your yearly rate after the fi rst year rate will 
sit at £310 instead of £140.

So far as trim is concerned, there are no 
differences in offi cial fuel economy and CO2 
between regular and R-Dynamic fi nished 
E-Paces.

INSURANCE GROUPS

There’s no denying that the E-Pace occupies 
lofty insurance groups.

The most basic and cheapest version sits 
in group 24, while our choice – the D180 – is 
in group 29. Compared to the Range Rover 
Evoque the Jaguar should theoretically be 
cheaper to insure, though it should be said 
that other rivals slip into lower groups. The 
Audi Q3, for instance, is lower across its 
entire line-up.

DEPRECIATION

Residual values for the E-Pace look very 
good indeed, with values for both the D150 
and D180 versions are predicted to remain 
strong over three years.

Our pick – the D180 in S trim with an auto-
matic gearbox – is predicted to retain 56 per 
cent of its worth, while higher spec models 
such as the HSE D180 approach keeping 
nearly 60 per cent of their value.

Petrol versions are worse, and expect any 
given petrol powered E-Pace to be worth 
around 45 per cent what you paid for it 
three years down the line, if you stick around 
10,000 miles a year on the car.
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One D 13 3 127 L£13,460 52.3Hatch

Mini New Mini due later this year. Will look the same as the current onemini.co.uk

Nissan Micra not the default choice it once was, facelift promisingnissan.co.uk

Peugeot Has lost its way in recent years, but 208’s got charmpeugeot.co.uk

1.2 DIG-S Visia A 8 5 99 L£11,480 65.7Micra

Allure 1.0 A 3 5 99 L£10,145 65.7107

B180 CDI SE B 15 5 108 F£22,430 64.2B-Class

Mercedes Expensive, but you gets what you pays formercedes-benz.co.uk

A180 SE D 18 5 128 L£20,370 51.4A-Class

moves from offering a respectable level of 
performance towards being a lot more pacey, 
thanks to a 7.4 second dash to 62mph and a 
top speed of 139mph. As nice as this is, we’d 
recommend saving cash and sticking with the 
D180, which will also be cheaper to run.

Petrol power in the E-Pace isn’t as popular, 
but there are three options nonetheless. 
The P200 is a relatively new addition to the 
line-up, and we’ve yet to drive it. This 2.0-litre 
turbocharged option serves up 197bhp 
with 62mph coming up in 7.7 seconds. The 
246bhp P250 sits above it and is equipped 
with all-wheel-drive as standard.

The most powerful E-Pace you can buy is 
the 296bhp P300. 0-62mph comes up in 6.4 
seconds and top speed stands at 151mph. 
We wouldn’t recommend it though. The 
highly-strung four-cylinder unit is pacey but 
not outrageously so, and it’s not particularly 
exciting either, producing a fl at, uninspiring 
engine note. It’ll prove very costly to run, too. 

MPG, CO2 AND RUNNING COSTS

Both the D150 and D180 cars shouldn’t be 
too expensive to run in the grand scheme 
of things, but more powerful versions aren’t 
frugal

A diesel E-Pace makes sense if running 
costs are a concern, and Jaguar claims some 
decent and competitive fuel economy and 
CO2 fi gures for these cars. For instance, the 
most basic E-Pace – the front-wheel-drive 
D150 equipped with a manual gearbox – 
claims 53.3mpg with tailpipe CO2 emissions 
of 141g/km.

In real world conditions, you can prob-
ably expect this E-Pace to easily return 
over 40mpg. It occupies the 33 per cent 
Benefi t-in-Kind (BIK) tax bracket for company 
car buyers, which is the lowest rate of any 
E-Pace. 

However, the overwhelming majority of 
buyers will specify an automatic gearbox and 
all-wheel-drive.

In this regard, the D150 AWD Auto returns 
a still favourable 47.1mpg, but emissions 
climb to a fairly dirty 159g/km.

Buyers who step up to our pick – the 
D180 AWD Auto – will fi nd that there is no 
fuel economy penalty. Offi cially, it returns 

INTERIOR, DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGY

The E-Pace stands out with its sporty exterior 
design, but the interior feels a little plain

With one successful SUV already in the 
bag, you’d forgive Jaguar if it decided to spin 
the E-Pace off simply as a scaled down ver-
sion of the popular F-Pace. However, that’s 
not quite what has happened from a design 
standpoint.

Look closer and you’ll see that the design 
language employed by the E-Pace is com-
pletely different.

While the F-Pace takes after the fi rm’s es-
tablished line-up of saloons, this smaller SUV 
takes its inspiration from the F-Type sports 
car, the shape of the grille and the headlights 
are a dead giveaway.

Elsewhere, the E-Pace’s bending roofl ine 
and kinked window line are much more ag-
gressive than on the F-Pace, feeding into a 
chunky little hatch lid spoiler.

The car’s overhangs are particularly short 
too, noticeably at the rear. Finally, there’s a 
more angular theme to the E-Pace’s tailgate 
and taillights than on any other Jaguar. All 
cars feature twin exhausts.

Styling differences between the regular 
E-Pace and the sportier E-Pace R-Dynamic 
are subtle.

The R-Dynamic gets a revised front apron 
with larger, singular air intakes either side of 
the grille, front fog lamps plus a slightly differ-
ent rear diffuser.

Some of the black plastic exterior trim ele-
ments are transformed too, and become body 
painted. R-Dynamic cars ride on different al-
loy wheels too, and come with grilles fi nished 
in gloss black. Touches inside include bright 
metal pedals, metal treadplates, and sports 
seats. 

The interior feels much more conventional 
in design.

The dashboard itself is long and fl at, rather 
than upright, while the positioning of the 
vents, infotainment display and climate con-
trol settings is straightforward and at hand. It 
can feel a little conservative though, in a class 
where style and technology are becoming big 
selling factors.

The metals and leathers used in the cabin 
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Expression+ TCe B 10 5 105 L£12,995 62.7Clio

Seat Struggles to assert itself within the VW group. Sporty imageseat.co.uk

Renault Formerly stylish French car maker showing promise once againrenault.co.uk

Dynamique 1.2 C 9 3 119 L£10,550 55.4Twingo

Expression+ dCi B 16 5 90 F£19,145 80.7Megane

Ecomotive 1.0 A 1 5 95 L£9,625 68.9Mii

S 1.2 TDI A 7 5 92 L£13,935 80.7Ibiza

Active 1.0 VTi A 6 5 99 L£12,495 65.7208

Active e-HDi B 16 5 108 F£18,865 68.9308

feel good, and while the plastics are soft too 
the touch, it feels like Jaguar has leant a little 
too much on that material. The entirety of the 
dashboard surrounding the steering wheel 
and instruments is made from plastic, as is 
the area around the gear selector’s chrome 
housing. As such it can look a bit drab, 
depending on spec, but there are plenty of 
interior colour schemes to choose from.    

SAT-NAV, STEREO AND INFOTAINMENT

All Jaguar E-Pace models are equipped with 
a ten-inch touchscreen infotainment system 
called Touch Pro. It’s a system we’ve come 
across in plenty of JLR products before, and 
we’ve found it far from perfect.

Running software known as InControl 
it’s a little slow to respond compared to the 
likes of BMW’s iDrive system or a Mercedes 
COMAND unit. Annoyingly, neither Apple 
CarPlay nor Android Auto is available, with 
Jaguar’s in-house smartphone mirroring soft-
ware supplied instead.

All cars above S grade are equipped with 
navigation as standard. Maps are easy and 
clear enough to follow, and the screen resolu-
tion is decent too. However, the shallow an-
gle of the dashboard means that the infotain-
ment screen lies in a less than ideal position. 
A 12.3-inch fully digitalised instrument panel 
with confi gurable interfaces is standard fi t on 
the fully stocked HSE car, and an option to 
consider on S and SE grade models.

PRACTICALITY, COMFORTAND BOOT 
SPACE

E-Pace’s sporty outlook belies its practical 
side, with good headroom and a decent boot

You’ll fi nd that despite the E-Pace’s 
dynamic and sporty focus, it remains a fairly 
practical and spacious small SUV.

Forward and side visibility is good thanks 
to the short dashboard-to-axle ratio, though 
the rear window is a little small in the mirror. 
Thankfully, a reversing camera is standard kit 
on all cars. 

Overall, the E-Pace a fairly competitive 
package compared to many of its rivals on 
many fronts. You’ll fi nd plenty of cubbyholes 
and storage spaces in the cabin, including 

a huge one in the central armrest. Two cup-
holders are present as well.

SIZE

Against the tape measure, the E-Pace 
sizes up at 4,411mm long, 1,649mm tall, 
and 1,900mm wide, with a wheelbase of 
2,681mm. It means that compared to the car 
it’s closest to – the Range Rover Evoque – 
the Jag is a little longer and boasts a longer 
wheelbase, but is just as wide and a little 
lower at the same time. Overall the propor-
tions are bang in line with the segment and 
with the Jag’s varied rivals, including the 
Volvo XC40 and Audi Q3, while it’s a little 
smaller than a DS 7 Crossback.

LEG ROOM, HEAD ROOM 
& PASSENGER SPACE

Four adults should be able to get reasonably 
comfortable in the Jaguar, though carrying 
fi ve is ever so slightly hampered by the raised 
transmission tunnel cutting into rear legroom 
for the middle seat. Some rivals boast better 
leg and headroom, but overall the E-Pace 
doesn’t let you down when it comes to 
passenger room. Space up front for driver 
and front passenger isn’t tight at all, and the 
Jaguar’s driving position is very fl exible, so 
you should be able fi nd a comfortable spot to 
drive from with ease.

BOOT

Jaguar claims a 577-litre boot, which is im-
pressive on paper. In reality it’s good enough 
for families to live with.
However, the space on offer isn’t completely 
accessible, and while that 577-litre fi gure 
means that offi cially it’s more practical than 
many of its rivals, day-to-day you’ll fi nd 
that cars with better boot layouts, like the 
Volkswagen Tiguan and Volvo XC40, are 
more user friendly. The rear bench can’t do 
clever sliding tricks either, and folds down in 
a 60:40 split only.

Fold everything fl at and you’ll get a 
1,234-litre loading bay. In comparison, a 
BMW X1 sizes up at 1,550 litres.

RELIABILITY AND SAFETY

A good Euro NCAP score puts the Jag in 
good stead, but we’re still waiting for owner 
feedback on reliability

Euro NCAP testing has resulted in a 
reassuring full fi ve-star score for the E-Pace, 
which performed particularly strongly in 
pedestrian crash testing thanks to a stand-
ard pedestrian airbag. However, for adult 
occupants it still lags a little behind the safety 
benchmark for the class – the Volvo XC40. 

Across the line-up, the level of standard 
safety and assistance equipment is as you’d 
expect of a premium SUV. All Jaguar E-
Paces are fi tted with lane keep assist, driver 
monitoring systems, a reversing camera and 
rear parking sensors. Of course, a sophisti-
cated automatic emergency braking system is 
included by default as well. A wealth of other 
safety and assistance features can be speci-
fi ed. A Drive Pack includes adaptive cruise 
control with traffi c jam assist, which can keep 
the vehicle moving in stop/start traffi c with no 
input from the driver. Blind spot assistance is 
optional too.  The E-Pace is too new to have 
featured in one of our Driver Power new car 
surveys, though Jaguar as a marque claimed 
a respectable 10th place fi nish in our 2018 
edition. However, the British brand placed a 
less encouraging 20th out of 27 for reliability, 
with 28 per cent of Jaguar owners reporting 
having encountered an issue with their car. 

WARRANTY

Jaguar’s standard warranty package stands 
at three years with unlimited miles, which is 
more or less the industry standard. Customis-
able extended warranties are available too, 
with quotes available on request if you submit 
your vehicle’s age, condition and mileage 
online with Jaguar.

SERVICING

Jaguar offers tailored servicing plans for the 
E-Pace, with plans up to fi ve years in length 
available. A fi ve-year/50,000-mile service 
plan costs £625 right now, for both petrol 
and diesel models.
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ORDER CODE

0143

DIA Members: £12.34

DIA Plus Members: £11.69

CAN DRIVERS REALLY TEACH THEMSELVES?

Many now believe this book to be the leading book on the use of 
coaching and client centred approaches in driver education.
Written by Ian Edwards, an international consultant in driver 
education and training, it looks at how to use coaching approaches 
to develop not only driving performance but also the driver’s ability 
to self-evaluate and develop themselves. The book provides simple 
to follow examples of the coaching approaches it advocates.  These 
examples can easily be transferred to any area of driver education 
and training.

The book discusses:
    The Goals for Driver Education (Keskinen et al 2010)
    Barriers to learning (see a short extract at the bottom of this page)
    Using coaching techniques and models
    The development of self-evaluation skills
    Micro-coaching
    Building a non-judgemental relationship

ORDER CODE

1048

The 80 pages are encapsulated so it is possible for a dry wipe 
marker to be used on them making this a perfect demonstration 
tool. Sections included are Safety & Control, Junctions & 
Bends, Manoeuvering, Sharing the Road, Gaining Experience 
and Workstations.

DIA Colourfile Professional 
3 – Ring Binder Edition

DIA Members

£51.05

£5
OFF

Offer ends: 31/10/2018

DIA Plus Members

£48.10

1
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HAZARD AHEAD

Hazard Ahead uses over 400 colour pictures of real 
driving situations taken from a driverÕs-eye view, 
grouped into the various topics taught by driving 
instructors and coupled with expert advice from 
author and instructor Andy Hall. A set of revision 
questions at the end of the book will test your 
knowledge and ensure you are fully equipped to face 
anything that life as a motorist has to throw at you.

ORDER CODE

0123

4

2

ADI MAGNETIC SIGN (180MM)

DVSA Driving Instructor logo, green 
on white, magnetic sign. Magnetic sign 
measuring: 180mm.

DIA Plus Members: £5.31
DIA Members: £5.60

ORDER CODE

3003

3

PROTECTIVE FILM FOR STANDARD ROOF SIGN

Protects roof from scratches caused by vibrations of 
roof sign. Measures 85cm x 33cm.

ORDER CODE

3008

DIA Plus Members: £22.49
DIA Members: £23.74

DIA Plus Members: £5.76
DIA Members: £6.08
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ORDER CODE

0124

DIA Plus members: £2.25
DIA members: £2.37

THE OFFICIAL HIGHWAY CODE

ORDER CODE

1900

DIA INSTRUCTORS’ STANDARD TERMS 
AND CONDITIONS

Easy-to-use NCR pads consisting of 25 two-part sets 
(business copy and customer copy) . An absolute must for 
professional ADIs. Terms and conditions can help settle 
disputes quickly and even help to void them in the fi rst 
place. Ensuring both you and your pupil know where you 
stand. English and Welsh law only

ORDER CODE

2000

DIA Plus members: £10.20
DIA members: £10.20

DIA APPOINTMENT CARDS (250)

Pack of 250 appointment cards. Simple 
appointment booking card, providing a clear 
record for pupil and instructor.

SHOP
INSTRUCTOR

The Offi cial Highway Code offers the clearest 
explanation of the most current legislation, including 
references to the laws behind the rules, as well as 
advice on safety and best practice.

DIA Plus members: £11.52
DIA members: £12.16
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FIND OUT MORE VISIT

www.driving.org/webbuilder

HOW TO ORDER 
You can order shop goods from us via our website at driving.org/shop or over the phone by calling us on 020 8686 8010

You’ll need to have your credit/debit card details handy and your membership number available to make use of our special member prices. If you’d like to pay by cheque, get in 
touch and we’ll post you an order form that you can fill out and return to the office. Postage costs £4 per order, so get the best value by ordering more items in one go. We aim to 
despatch items to you the next working day, but allow up to five working days for delivery. UK and NI only.

ORDER CODE

3000

DIA Plus members: £3.55
DIA members: £3.75

SUPPLEMENTARY MIRROR – LARGE 15CM X 6CM

ORDER CODE

0113

DIA Plus members: £17.99
DIA members: £18.99

HOW TO PASS THE ADI EXAMS

Packed with practice questions, the book outlines the overall exam 
structure, before looking in detail at the three key areas – the theory 
test (Part 1), the driving exam (Part 2) and the instructional ability 
test (Part 3).

ORDER CODE

3005

DIA Plus members: £7.02
DIA members: £7.41

FULL MAGNETIC L-PLATES (PAIR)
A pair of fully magnetic L-plates

This larger rear view mirror is ideal for keeping an eye on what’s 
going on behind you
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Aberdeen & District Derek Young 01224 897606
Ashford Derek Goodwin 01233 641924
Aylesbury Richard Stansfield 07738 408089
Banbury Sally Franklin 07870 545431
Barnet Ramesh Versani 020 7386 9943
Barnsley Dave Peacock 07773 978949
Bedford & District Mike Jozwiak 01234 342435
Berkshire (BDI) Andy Lee 07931 545777
Birmingham James Quinn 07734 915363
Bishop Auckland Darran Shaw 01388 451315
Blackburn Linda Brooks 07749 960304
Blackpool David Bell 01253 595179
Bolton & Bury Dave Thomas 01204 382557
Bournemouth Debbie Axworthy 07980 618305
Bridgend John Essaye 01656 725778
Cambridgeshire Sue Papworth 07703 355722
Carlisle David Hamilton 07747 038938
Causeway/Northwest Ireland William Ogilby 07563 649025
Chesterfield Mark Comford 07979 383999
Cornwall F. Rossin 01726 66566
Colchester Chris Barnett 07876 416031
Crewe & District Emma Newell 07790 601987
Derby Ken Butterworth  01332 411501
Doncaster Roy Nelson 01302 770160
Dorset Julie Mansley  07702 886109
Dundee Dave Howie  01382 350650
Durham Brian McGee  07843 200314
East Kilbride Bryan Harper  07747 530684
East London Joseph Danquah  07956 241082
Edinburgh Mansour Marouf 0131 553 5600
Essex Philip Matthews  07980 938290
Fife Kenny MacLean  01592 773724
Forth Valley Gareth Marchant  01786 451542
Glasgow Alex Buist  01360 312717
Gloucestershire Doug Birch  07885 482470
Gravesham John Shailer  01474 814438
Grimsby Mark Camburn 01472269 2266
Halton Graham Cain  0151 420 2688
Hampshire & West Sussex Jane Le Feuvre  07939 002129
Harrogate Phil Hirst 07801 503423
Harrow Mansha Kapur  07854294825
Hereford Craig Preedy  07949 026126
Huddersfield and District Nigel Deans  07581 387891
Inverness Orlando Collesso  07931 528344
Inverurie Richard Gilbert  01467 642861
Kendal David Morgan  01539 731296
Kettering and District Andrew Love 07812 537 562
Lanark Graham May  07963 331418
Lanarkshire David Thomson  07766 270837
Lancaster & Morecambe Barry Price  07721 391758
Leeds Derek Smith  0113 232 8900
Leicester Carl Wasilewski  01509 646471
Lewes John Rennie  07717 101713
Luton John Neilson  01582 583 783
Mansfield & Ashfield Phil Lawson  07751 488111
Merseyside Peter Barnes  0151 521 3136
Milton Keynes Derek Wormald  07958 715927
Montrose (MDIA) Moira Parker 07773 765 483
Moray Iain Holgan  07870 593441
Newcastle upon Tyne Elizabeth Cairns  07855 762 045
North Avon Jerry Price 07770 608 848
North London (LDIS) Roy E.Gerondaes  07956 275230
North Wales Arthur Carpenter  0777 9662868
North West Federation Des Desai  07900 513372
Nottingham Kate Fennelly 07751 156 408
Nuneaton & District Ralph Walton  024 76386873
Oxfordshire David Ryman  07514 093217
Perth Judith Fotheringham  01764 670259
Plymouth & District Rob Bullen  01566 782431
Pontefract Ian Sidaway  07935498518
Powys Paul Wilson  01544 350263
Rochdale Harold Lightfoot  01706 341785
Rotherham James Crowe  07811 236773
Rugby Sunil Rana  01788 575859
Rushden Ian Green  07966 149589
Salisbury Jo Horswell 01725 517595
Scarborough and District John White 01723 500600
Solihull Peter Williams 07970 782690
South East (Kent) Adrian Lewis 07984 603898
South Manchester Rob Farrelly 07526 005140
South Staffordshire Paul Buckle 07773 359128
Southend and District Mark Christmas 07733 649719
Southport Ian Duff 07752 913917
St Albans and District Louise Watson 07973 309661
St Helens & District Christine Holland 01942 713743
Stockton Brian Docherty 07891 864219
Sunderland Bert Moncur 07976 539179
Sussex Rob Ward 01903 774929
Teesside Paul Coleman 01642 517848
Three Counties (Hants, Surrey & Berks) Sue Pitchley 01252 716723
Wakefield Peter Gamewell 07713 444126
Warrington Anne Green 07840 077807
Watford Peter Fraser 020 8950 8111
Wessex Colin Gladwell 01373 822006
West Lothian Ian Sidaway 07935 498518
West Yorkshire Tom Meechan 07970 412421
Whitchurch Bill Hancock 07860 477833
Wirral Richard Gillmore 07790 193138
Worcester & District Adrian Care 01905 757234
Wycombe David Wallington 01494 714678
Yeovil Sue Miles 01935 420885
York Edward Marshall 07971 431515

DIA 
Driving Instructors Association

Carly Brookfield, CEO, Gleneagles Court, Brighton Rd,
Crawley, West Sussex RH10 6AD

T: 020 8686 8010 | E: help@driving.org | W: www.driving.org

INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATIONS

OTHER UK ASSOCIATIONS

National Associations Strategic Partnership

If you have any questions or queries for NASP please contact us through our website:
www.n-a-s-p.co.uk

Tel: 07748 303545 | E: secretary@imtd.org.uk | W: www.imtd.org.uk

Kathy Higgins, Secretary, 24 Highfield Road, Knowsley, Huyton. L36 3XR
IMTD Institute of Master Tutors of Driving

T 01903 506095 | E: info@airso.org.uk | W: www.airso.org.uk

Graham Feest, Secretary, 68 The Boulevard, Worthing, 
West Sussex BN13 1LA

AIRSO Association of Industrial Road Safety Officers

T: 0161 883 1665 | E: info@efa-eu.com | W: www.efa- eu.com

101 Wellington Road North, Stockport, Cheshire SK4 2LP
EFA

T: 020 8686 8010 | E: info@ivv.org.uk | W: www.ivv.org.uk

Gleneagles Court, Brighton Rd, Crawley, West Sussex RH10 6AD
IVV

European Driving Schools Association

International Association for Driver Education

ADINJC
Approved Driving Instructors National Joint Council

Clive Snook, Liaison Officer, 47 Sweetmans Road, 
Shaftesbury, Dorset. SP7 8EH

E: adinjc_liaisonofficer@hotmail.co.uk | W: www.adinjc.org.uk

MSA
Motor Schools Association

John Lepine MBE, General Manager, Motor Schools 
Association of Great Britain Ltd, 101 Wellington Road North, 
Stockport, Cheshire. SK4 2LP

T: 0161 429 9669 | E: mail@msagb.co.uk |
 W: www.msagb.com

ADI ASSOCIATIONS
NATIONAL & LOCAL

Not listed? email 
editor@driving.org 

LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS
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This is a quick reference guide of all advertisers in Driving Instructor. 
To advertise in Driving Instructor please contact us on
020 8686 8010 or email advertising@driving.org

Standard 

ADVERTISER INDEX DIA MEMBERSHIP

020 8668 2010
driving.org/eyecare

DIA Eyecare Vouchers

Keeping it simple, there are two great levels of membership - offering you a 
choice of insurance cover and benefits.

Standard membership includes £15 million of professional indemnity and public liability 
insurance, as well as access to a wide range of support and advisory services.

Our new DIA Plus membership is the most comprehensive association package currently 
available for driver and rider trainers. As well as all the benefits of our standard membership, DIA 
Plus membership also includes enhanced discounts on DIA Shop, CPD Training, Tax Services, 
Income Protection cover and access to a whole range of discounts/cashbacks and offers on 
popular brands and services such as: Marks & Spencer, Currys PC World, free telephone legal 
service and much more….

Income protection insurance

PG Mutual discounts

Drive Car Hire

Suzuki Discount

Specsavers Discount

Experian AutoCheck

Car Insurance

Fuel Card

Web Builder

Tax Service

Vauxhall partners

Recomment a friend

Legal support

Private Healthcare

Theory Test Pro

Vehicle Recovery

Parking

Join or find out more visit driving.org/membership-plans
P49

autoexpress.co.uk

Auto Express

020 7308 1360
drivecarhire.co.uk

Drive Car Hire
P38

08457 697 323
dual-control.com

Arthur J. Gallagher
P38

0800 458 0823a
driving.org/insurance

DIA Insurance
P41

0800 688 8054
reddrivingschool.com/franchise

Red
P48

03331 228 252
www.hitachicapitalvehiclessolutions.co.uk

Hitachi
P20

veygo.com/instructors

Veygo
P71
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01293 831 340
vinesmini.co.uk/mini-offers

Mini (Vines Group)
P02

023 8022 6952
he-mandualcontrols.co.uk

He-Man
P52

Suzuki Discount

Specsavers Discount

Experian AutoCheck

Car Insurance

Fuel Card

Web Builder

Tax Service

Vauxhall partners

Recommend a friend

Legal support

Private Healthcar

Driving Test Success
Anytime Pro

Vehicle Recovery

Parking with Q-Park

P110800 916 1290
adrianflux.co.uk

Adrian Flux

P110344 9842 515
fbtc.co.uk

FBTC

020 8686 8010
driving.org

DIA Plus
P13

To advertise email 
advertising@driving.org

INDEX
ADVERTISER
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TWO SIDES OF THE ROAD

1. When I’m on a bike, I’m a vulnerable road user.
2. The people in this photo don’t look like criminals to me, 

they look like they’re following the govt and Mayor of 
London’s advice to cycle 

3. In 2016 there were 1,700 road deaths; THREE were 
causedby cyclists.

Radio presenter, Jeremy Vine on Twitter

“That says it all really. Wow, just wow. I genuinely thought this 
was a bad joke, had to check it was a real account.”
 “It’s not me that needs to know how you feel – that’s me, 
with the dead mother, crushed to death by a car by the way. It 
makes me feel genuinely sick.”

Chris Boardman, Olympic Cyclist and 
Cycling Campaigner

“It’s about time something should be done, there’s not a day 
goes by where I don’t see a cyclist jump a red light, or weave 
in and out of pedestrians at zebra crossings. Although there 
are plenty of safe and law abiding cyclists out there, but far too 
many dangerous riders.”
 
Mark, ADI – on ADI News

“Yes, there should be an offence of causing death or injury 
through careless or dangerous riding and to that can be added 
drug and alcohol offences.  I would also make it an offence 
to ride with no hands and using a mobile.  Someone doing 
both at the same time would face a double fine or punishment.  
Anybody found drunk/drugged in charge of a vehicle would 
automatically have the vehicle impounded. Cyclists should also 
face bans and anybody caught driving/riding while banned 
would be automatically jailed for the duration of the current ban 
plus any further ban. Cycling UK is quite right.  Policticians only 
ever tinker with road safety and then with minimal effect.”

Kevan Chippindall-Higgin, ADI – on ADI News 

“We cannot let the angry protestations of the cycling 
community detract from the legitimacy of the consultation 
itself. This is a necessary and legitimate consultation. Any 
death or injury caused by any road user - to any road user 
- is significant. Three deaths is not insignificant (however 
statistically) to the families who have lost loved ones, and 
hundreds of injuries should not be sidelined in a facile ‘well 
we haven’t killed as many people as motorists have’ manner. 
Dangerous road user behaviour needs to be tackled - whatever 
mode of transport you choose, use or abuse.”

DIA CEO Carly Brookfield

There has been quite a furore over the launch of the Dangerous Cycling consultation. The poor wording of the launch ‘tweet’ by the Conservative 
Party (rather than any communication by DfT themselves) immediately provoked a Twitter storm, with everyday commuter cyclists to national cycling 
hero Chris Boardman spinning their social media wheels in protest.

Go to veygo.com/instructors for more information 

Veygo by Admiral is partnering with
driving instructors to help learner drivers 
pass their test. Join our referral scheme to 
earn £30 for every pupil you refer to 
Veygo Learner Driver Insurance! 

veygo.com @VeygoUK/VeygoUK

Boost your 
income with 
Veygo

More benefits:

Free marketing materials

Discounts for learners

Boost your income 

Practice driving in a 
friend or family 
member’s car.
Learner Driver Insurance is available from 

two hours right up to 90 days to allow your 

pupils to get extra private practice with a 

friend or family member outside of lessons. 

£30
per referral

Have they passed 
their test but don’t 
have a car?
Your newly passed pupils can borrow a 

friend or family member’s car from one 

hour to 30 days with Car Sharing Insurance 

and keep on top of their driving skills.

£15
per referral

of Veygo Learner
Driver Insurance  
customers agree

     that private practice
      helped them pass

their driving test!

90%

*from 179 customers surveyed
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WE HEAR WHAT ROAD USERS ON BOTH SIDES 
OF THE DEBATE HAVE TO SAY.
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